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Living History
Last month, Ted Lucas retired as Information
Display's West Coast Advertising Representative at
the premature age of 82. Ted 's association with this
magazine and with the Society for Information Display (SID) spans nearly 20 years.
In 1977, Ted joined SID, which was then a relatively small technical society still focused on the
design and manufacture of cathode-ray tubes and
their components, primarily in the United States. In 1978, Ted took over the
editing of a Society newsletter called Information Display, the publication that
ultimately evolved into this magazine. Since I started editing Information Display in 1987, Ted has been our energetic and effective sales rep on the West
Coast, while simultaneously serving as a freelance technical writer for this and
other publications. He is widely known and respected throughout the display
community. Ted retires from a magazine with distinguished authors, dedicated
readers, enthusiastic advertisers, and a worldwide reputation - a magazine that
has expanded the number of its editorial pages twice in the past year.
Information Display's sponsoring organization, SID, is now an international
society of nearly 4000 members in 19 chapters that is at the forefront of design,
manufacturing, and applications in all display technologies all over the world.
During his career with Information Display, Ted has seen the display world
transformed. Knowing Ted, I have no doubt he will continue to keep an eye on
that world and the many friends he has made within it. He will be doing so from
a wonderful observation point: the home he and his wife Joan recently completed in Newport, Oregon.
- Ken Werner
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The World's First Display Engineer ...
by Aris Silzars
"Welcome! Welcome! Please, come in .... Come in!
I'm so glad to see you found us. Welcome to the
'2001 Virtual Reality Experience.' I see from your
request card that you would like to have a Customized Experience observing the world's very first
display engineer at work. What an absolutely fascinating request! Well, as I'm sure you've heard, at '2001' here, no request is
ever considered too challenging. I'm so sure that you will have your most interesting Event Experience ever.
"Please enter the booth here and we'll get you all set up .... Oh, dear me! ... I
seem to have forgotten to set up the machine.... Please, just give me a moment
while I do a quick rewind to get you back to the right starting spot on the timeline. Ah, yes, here we go, back past TV ... movies . .. photography ... impressionism ... the Renaissance ... past the Romans, Greeks, Egyptians.... Yes, yes,
here we are .... Well, have a most pleasant journey. Good-bye for now."
And with that- my guide was gone. I was alone and not at all happy. I had
come to learn about display technology, and now I was going to get a lesson on
the history of the world. Dam, if I just knew how to shut this thing off, I could
go ask for a refund .. . . But already before me and all around me the scene was
changing. I was most definitely in the middle of the Dawn of Man- about
100,000 B.C., give or take a few centuries.
I had been told that '200 1' would feel "like being there," and it did. I could
feel the warmth of the glowing embers from the cooking fire and the coolness of
the air in the cave. The visual and audio quality were near perfection. The air
even had the faint odor of a not-too-sanitary lifestyle. I had to briefly remind
myself that this was "just a movie." In addition to my invisible presence, there
were two others in the cave: Ragoba, the artist, and his complementary mate,
Macey ana.
Ragoba was creating what looked like the beginnings of a large mural on the
cave wall. It was a scene depicting a recent successful hunt by his tribe. He
seemed especially pleased because this day he was trying out some new pigments that he had recently discovered in the hill country. The new red was
going on particularly well and seemed to cling to the rock surface much better.
Maceyana did not look at all happy. She wouldn't have minded perhaps a few
flower decorations on the wall, but this hunt scene stuff just looked terrible, and
not only that, he was getting big splotches of color all over her newly cleaned
floor. Why couldn't he be like the other men and just lie around a lot between
hunts? Why did he have to spend all his spare time making a mess in their
cave? And all those hikes up into the mountains to look for new colored powders. What had she done to deserve that? But Ragobajust kept grunting and
working. And as the weeks went by, he produced quite a scene depicting people
and animals, all in various poses and in lots of bright colors. This display of his
tribe's success, he was sure, would last for a long time- maybe even several
lifetimes.
I wanted to reach out and interact with Ragoba. I wanted to give him encouragement. I wanted to tell him that hi s work would last much longer than he
could imagine. I wanted to tell Maceyana to be more patient and accepting of
continued on page 36
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Self-Calibrating Monitors
Calibrating a monitor to obtain "true" color used
to be a task for professionals, but smart monitors
can now adjust their own color output.

by George Walter

CALIBRATION is the process of returning a
piece of equipment to pre-determined specifications. There are several different ways of
calibrating a monitor to meet targeted specifications. The most basic level is to set the
monitor to a certain "white point," which is
measured in Kelvins (K)- formerly degrees
Kelvin. A white point is a certain combination of full red, green, and blue displayed on
the monitor. A basic "calibrated monitor" can
be set to any of the following white-point
standards by its user:
• 5000K- a red-white that is used to simulate daylight.
• 6500K- broadcast lighting conditions.
• 9300K- a blue-white that is perceived as
offering the highest contrast and is used
for non-critical computer displays or
consumer setting.
(For more information on color temperature,
see the accompanying article by Peter Keller.)
To set the white point to any of the above
standards, a monitor manufacturer can either
adjust the output of the graphics card or vary
the drives to the monitor itself. To adjust the
graphics card, a "probe" is placed on the face
of the monitor' s cathode-ray tube (CRT) to
read the luminous dots or stripes of red, green,
and blue. A typical 24-bit graphics board displays a total of 256 levels each of red, green,
and blue. The graphics board performs a digi-

George Walter is Product Group Manager for
information displays at BARCO, Inc. , 1000
Cobb Place Blvd., Bldg. 100, Kennesaw, GA
30144; telephone 4041590-7900, fax 40415908836.
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tal-to-analog conversion (DAC), transforming
these steps into the appropriate output voltage
between 0 and 0.7 V.
When a monitor is set to the 9300K standard, maximum drive (0.7 V) is applied to the
red, green, and blue electron guns. To
achieve a color temperature of 5000K, the
graphics card must reduce the output of green
and blue, which decreases the total number of
colors that can be displayed.
Another pitfall of this method is that it
assumes the monitor is already displaying
maximum red. If the monitor does not start
with full red, the calibration is inaccurate and
the total number of displayed colors is
reduced even further. This method also cannot account for any drift in the graphics card
or the monitor.

Old-Fashioned Calibration
Another method of calibrating a monitor is the
old-fashioned way: manually adjusting the
monitor while using a color-measuring light
meter called a colorimeter. With this method,
a technician places the colorimeter on the
front of the CRT and adjusts the drives to the
monitor until the colorimeter shows the appropriate white point. This method can be very
accurate for one color temperature but is very
inconvenient because it requires a specialist to
come in, interrupt production, and manually
calibrate each monitor each time the color
drifts or the color temperature must be
changed. In some cases, the monitor must be
shipped to an outside facility for calibration.
In addition, the manual method does not
account for the drift of the graphics card.
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Intelligent Calibration
A third - and more accurate and convenient method involves the use of an "intelligent"
microprocessor-based monitor with an integrated light probe. In this case, actual values,
or presets, are stored within the monitor.
These values take into consideration the total
characteristics of the individual monitor,
including phosphor coordinates, gamma, and
light output. The values can be accurately
measured in a controlled environment and
stored for later use. The integrated light probe
is then used to measure and evaluate the monitor' s performance against the pre-registered
values. The microprocessor then calculates
what, if any, aspects of the display have
changed.
Given the fact that a microprocessor-controlled monitor can easily be adjusted, the
monitor can actually calibrate itself. The
microprocessor can calculate the settings for
each of the three guns to reach any given
white point, and the probe can check these
calculations to confirm the performance. This
entire process can be done automatically. The
only user effort is to place the probe on the
face of the CRT.

Stability
In the process of calibration, regardless of the
method used, stability of the monitor and the
graphics card is essential. A CRT monitoreven a "digital" one - is an analog device that
utilizes high voltage and generates considerable heat. These factors contribute to shortterm drift. In fact, a monitor can drift by as
much as 20% from the time it is first turned
on to the time when it stabilizes some 15 min-
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Fig. 1: The relationship between CRT drive voltage and screen luminance is usually not
linear.
utes later. Without proper compensation, this
drift can dramatically undermine calibration.
Auto kinescope biasing (AKB) is an innovative compensation method developed by
BARCO in which a circuit in the monitor
samples a horizontal line of each gun to determine the red, green, and blue cutoffs- or
black points. The sampling occurs during the
vertical interval, so it is not apparent to the
user. If the samples should begin to drift, the
monitor corrects them.
Another way of minimizing short-term drift
is to look at a "full drive" or "white level"
during the vertical interval. Combined with
AKB, auto white-point stabilization (A WS)
creates a nearly perfect gray scale. But using
AWS alone can only ensure balanced highlights. One can still lose shadow detail, where
much important information may reside.
The BARCO 29-in. MegaCalibrator monitor is the only monitor on the market that can
measure both its black and white levels. At
BARCO, we believe that this provides the
most accurate and stable color spectrum
possible.

But creating a very stable and accurate
monitor to achieve accurate images is not
enough. We must also make sure that the
graphics card is providing the correct levels.
The graphics card has a look-up table (LUT)
that takes digital steps from 0 (black) to 255
(full red, green, or blue) and converts them to
analog values from 0.01 to 0.7 V that control
the light output. Ideally, one would like to see
a linear relationship between this input voltage and screen luminance (Fig. I), but this is
not usually the case. Compensation must
therefore be applied - or built into the LUT to obtain the desired linear relationship
(Fig. 2).
When the match is made, the gray scale displayed on the monitor should appear nearly
perfect, going from a ')ust black" bar on one
side to a complete white bar on the other
through a series of equally stepped gray bars.
This is not easy. In fact, the best test of a
color monitor is its ability to display a perfect
gray scale because all three drives must be
performing nearly to perfection for the resulting gray scale to be accurate.

If a monitor's whites and blacks look good,
but in between there are hints of blue, red, or
green, the monitor is imperfectly ca1ibrated.
In our view, the best way to integrate the performance of the monitor and the graphics card
is with a microprocessor-based monitor. In
such a system, the monitor acts like a "smart"
peripheral - not like a "dumb" monitor that
cannot communicate with its host and vice
versa. A dumb monitor just receives input
from the video card and displays it without
feedback. In the smart mode, the monitor is
hooked back to the host computer via a serial
connection. With the correct control software,
the monitor can talk directly to the host and
tell it how the system is performing.
BARCO 's Reference Calibrator and its corresponding Calibrator Talk software package
is such a system. First, the monitor goes
through a complete calibration independent of
the graphics card or the host computer. Next,
the monitor asks the graphics card, through
the host computer, to provide certain inputs,
including full red, green, and blue patches, as
well as black points and several steps along
the gamma curve. The monitor knows how
these inputs should create the resulting outputs, which are measured with the light probe.
If the output of the card has drifted, or is not
linear, the probe will detect this and alert the
host computer. If requested, the appropriate
corrections can be made by either changing
the drives inside the monitor or changing the
LUT in the graphics card. By implementing
this procedure, the end user calibrates not only
the monitor but the entire display system.

The Value of a Calibrated Display
What is the purpose of a calibrated display,
anyway? Well, for most people in the graphics world, the monitor is the midpoint in the
working system. Images are either internally
generated or scanned in . Next, the images are
manipulated, or color corrected, proofed, and
then sent to output. The monitor is the last
stop before output. The closer the representation of the image on the monitor to the final
output, the less rework required, which can be
very expensive and time consuming.

Setting the Standards
Since a monitor is a device that creates colors
by exciting phosphors, and final outputs in the
graphic arts are typically made up of inks or
dyes, perfect results can never be achieved.
Information Display 1/96
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Nonetheless, manufacturers conti nually try to
achieve "near perfect" color on their displays.
One of the biggest problems with color is that
no two people percei ve a color in exactly the
same way. This creates the need to identify
colors objectively.
Several standards have been created to
assign numbers to colors. A few examples are
Pantone, IT8 from Kodak, and the International CIE Lab system. The latter is a threedimensional color space encompassing all colors and all luminance values. The "L" in Lab
is the luminance value, which is measured on
the vertical plane. The "a" and "b" are the
corresponding locations on the horizontal
pl ane. BARCO has developed a procedure
that produces a display color-rendering index
(DCRI) value that measures the absolute difference between the targeted color and the
color being displayed on the screen.
An example of how this might work
involves the use of a typical color workstation
running Adobe Photoshop, wi th a Reference
Calibrator and Calibrator Talk software.

Choose a favorite image and display it on the
screen. Use the Photoshop color picker and
grab a color from the image. Open a box and
fi ll it with the color. Photoshop will indicate
the Lab values of this color as registered in
the file. Calibrator Talk can now be opened to
"measure" this color. Place the light probe on
the patch and click on "measure." The monitor goes through a short routine that measures
and displays the emitted Lab values of the
patch. Now compare the two sets of numbers.
A geometric equation qui ckly provides the
absolute distance between the two colors.
This is the DCRI value. A DCRI of I or less
is considered undetectable by the human eye.
A value of 3 or less is considered very acceptable. The average calibrated display produces
a value between 5 and I 0, and an uncalibrated
display wi ll range from 15 to greater than 25 .
To consistently obtain values of less than 5,
both the monitor and the system must be calibrated and the monitor characteristics entered
into the system software package or colormanagement system. Adobe Photoshop, like

most color-management systems, has the ability to accept unique values for phosphor coordinates as well as display gamma values that
define the monitor's red, green, and blue
luminance as a function of input voltages.

It's a Match
If all of these characteristics are taken into
account and the whole system calibrated, the
final output can be viewed on the monitor.
When calibration reaches this level, the monitor becomes a true measurement device that
permits electronic and remote proofi ng. To
verify this, BARCO (i n Atlanta) transferred a
20-Mbyte file over a phone line to a remote
proofing station in New York. Colors were
selected fro m both fi les and measured with
sophisticated measurement equipment at both
locations. The DCRI difference was less than
2. Both parties were viewing practically the
same exact colors, which is the true value of a
calibrated display.
Achieving accurate and predictable colors
from a monitor is not an easy task, but there
are now different methods at differen t cost
levels that produce varying degrees of accuracy. With continuing advances in technology, the hardware and software are finally
catching up to the demands of the outside
world. •
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Fig. 2: It is possible to obtain the desired linear relationship between drive voltage and screen
luminance by applying compensation- called gamma correction - or by building the compensation into the look-up table.
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Please send new product releases or
news items to Joan Gorman, Departments Editor, Information Display, c/o
Palisades In stitute for Resea rch
Services, Inc., 201 Varick Street, New
York, NY 10014.

Manufacturing Benefits of MicroprocessorControlled Monitors
The automated systems used to align microprocessor-controlled monitors can
generate a treasure trove of data - which is being ignored by most manufacturers.

by Craig Ridgely

LE

USE OF MICROPROCESSORS in today·s
monitors has produced simplified de igns and
cost-reduced chassis and has facilita ted multiync operation. From a manufacturing viewpoint. the mo t obvious benefit has probably
been the introduction of automated CRT
alignment in the manufacturing process. But
most monitor manufacturers are overlooking
the benefit resulting from automated alignment that is potentially the most significant.
Au tomated alignment provides substantial
aving to monitor manufacturer through
fas ter. more consistent. and le s expen ive
al ignment of CRTs. It also provide extensive
alignment data for each monitor shipped. and
this feature hou ld be examined in more
detail. Through proper anal ysis and implementation. vas tly improved production yie lds
are po sible, along with higher-quality monitors that have longer "service-free·· li fe pans
in the field.
Automated alignment sy tern replace a
sequence of variable manual adju tment with
a repeatable digital process. They generally
use one or more cameras and intelligent oftware to some degree. The monitor being
aligned i placed in front of the camera, or
vice versa. Then the relationsh ip of the monitor to the camera is determined. ei ther by fix turing or calculation , and measurement and
adjus tments are made through an RS232-type
control loop to the monitor (Fig. I ).

Craig R idgely is responsible for markering
and COIIIIII!tnicarions ar Display LaboraTories.
In c., 25-+0 Fronrier Ave. , Suire I 09, Boulder,
CO 80301; Telephon e 3031938-9099, fax
303/938-9199.
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An Automated System
The benefits of automatic alignment systems
can best be appreciated by looking at a representative system in some detail. and the
MTMiCAM®system from Display Laboratories. Inc .. has the adva ntage of being the system the author knows best.
The MIMiCAM® y tem uses a single camera and intelligent oftware that determines
the physical relation hip of the camera to the
monitor being aligned. measures a test pattern
displayed on the monitor. and communicates
to the microprocessor in the monitor the
adjustments needed to align the geometry.
Adjustments are made as changes to DAC
register values. Once all the adj ustment are
made. the register values are saved in the
monitor's EEPROM- and. optionall y. saved
to the alignment system' s hard disk along
with other information.
The system perform complete compensation corrections- the alignment of the CRT

after the yoke has been installed - in les than
a minute. Pri or to the inclusion of microproce sors in monitor designs. thi task cou ld
have taken a technician an "order-of-magnitude" more time.
During each alignment, the monitor model
number. TD string and/or serial number. and
date and time of manufacture are usually
ava ilable. Cenainly. register val ues and other
alignment parameters are available. All of
thi data can be coll ected quickl y during the
alignment proces . Once collected. the data
form s a unique profile or ·'fingerprint" of each
monitor.
The MIMiCAM® system uses a criptlanguage that is responsible for much of its flexibility and power. One of the script-l anguage
function define the parameter of the datacollection facility. E entially. the function
opens a data file and define a variable for
each database field to be collected . The
resulti ng databa e file is a comma-delimi ted

Image

Control Loop

Fig. 1: Typical auromared alignmenr comrol loop.
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DATA ANALYSIS
AND STORAGE

MANUFACTURING

Fig. 2: Manufacturing nenrork H'ith data analysis.

ASCII text file that can then be imponed into
any mainstream spreadsheet or database program.

Data Management
A typical monitor manufacturer can produce
at least 500 monitors per shift per line. A
manufacturer with several line working two
shift could produce up to 5000 monitors per
day. That might seem like an unmanageable
number of monitors to "fingerprint." Consider. however. that the uncompressed ASCII
data file for each monitor would be no larger
than 0.5 kbytes. This represents about 2.5
Mbyte per day. At that rate. the annual rawdata collection on all monitor size and models would be approximately 0.5 Gbyte certainly a small enough number to maintain
on-line with today's hard drives.
Data collection could be organized on a
size or model-by-model ba i . rather than
combining the data for all model . which
would decrease the data-management i sues.
As databases are built, they could be archived
to optical disk or tape for "near on-line..
acce .

hould fall within the middle 70- 0% of that
register's range. After alignment. a register
value out ide of that range might indicate a
potential failure. Over time. analysi of regi ter-tolerance variances would identify the
relationships between register value and
monitor failures. When such variance occur.
the production-line controls cou ld be set to
flag the offending monitor for further inve ligation.

To collect and manage all this data would
require setting up a client/ erver relationship
among the alignment ystems on the various
production lines and providing acces to the
stored data for manufacturing-data analysi
(Fig. 2). Let's ee how the analysis of this
data- and the intelligent use and dissemination of the information gained from it- can
increa e the quality. reliability. and serviceability of microprocessor-controlled monitors.

Yield
Increasing production quantities through
automation without enhancing quality-control
processes simply increa e the number of
units being shipped with quality problems.
On the production line in real time, the
alignment data can be u ed to creen for
potential failure on a monitor-by-monitor
ba is. Thi can be done by etting alignment
quality tolerance . The e tolerances are not to
be confused with the''+ or_.. measurement
specifications for geometry, but are rather the
tolerance limits for the register ettings that
will achieve tho e pecifications. For example. during alignment. a typical register value

Good-quality processes have feedback loops
built into them. With the inclu ion of feedback from the service center and service
depot on monitor-repair activity, more of the
relationships between component or circuit
failures and register-tolerance variations could
be identified (Fig. 3). This would increase the
probability of detecting potential failures
prior to shipping units to the field. If this
information were fed back to the respon ible
engineering organization for engineering
change . the overall quality standard for the
monitors would be increased.

Serviceability
Service center , by definition , suffer the
penalty of their remote locations. They cannot share te !-equipment resources with other
service centers and generally cannot justify
the cost of an automated alignment system.
However. the cost of a modem or CD-ROM
drive is affordable.
At ser ice centers today. alignment of a
repaired monitor is limited to what can be
done with the available u er controls. If a
monitor require more extensive alignment a
pan of it repair. it i generally shipped back
to the factory or the manufacturer' s service
depot. This is an expensive proposition for
the manufacturer (if the monitor is under warranty) or for the cu tomer (if it isn't).
We need a cost-effective way to align a
monitor to the same level of accuracy a when
it wa originally aligned at the factory. The
imple t- and most cost-effective- way to
achieve that end i simply to download into
the monitor the original alignment specifications. If thi information is available on hard
disk. tape. or optical disk, a service technician
could simply "dial up .. the appropriate manufacturer· s database of monitor profiles and
download the original alignment values. (At
the same time. the nature of the problem could
InformaTion DisplaY 1/96
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A void costly errors. Get the
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Fig. 3: Sen,ice cellleddepor feedback loop.

be described and repair/replace details logged
for further analysis.) Alternatively, optical
disks containing the databases could be disu·ibuted to ervice center and depots. [n that
case. the technician wou ld impl y load the
alignment values from a CD-ROM drive.
In ei ther case. if questionable re ults are
obtained. the situation is certain ly no worse
than with our current system. It may be that
the technician could then ·'tweak .. the alignment by hand.

Market Research
Competitive Intelligence
Patent Searches
Patent Trend Analysis
Technical Literature
Demographics
Database Training

setting up the manufacturing network and
database-management system. Certainly. the
quality-control feedback processing and engineering-change control procedures should
already be in place.
There is a choice to be made between
archiving databases to .. near on-line.. devices
uch as tape or optica l libraries vs. maintaining them on hard di k. But distribution of
optical di ks has now become le s costly than
distributing diskettes.
All in all. the effective use of alignment
data can improve a monitor manufacturer's
yields. quality standards. and product reliability . •
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Basics of Display Color Specification
The numbers on a digital colorimeter look straightforward - but they can
be misleading unless you understand some color-measurement basics.

by Peter A. Keller

C
HROMATICITY (i.e. , color) specification
and measurement are formidable subjects for
many display de igners and users. That's
understandable. Color terminology is bewildering. To add to the difficulties. the concepts
of photometry. radiometry, and spectroradiometry are thoroughly embedded in the terminology. What's more, this is not purely an
engineering subject. The area is complicated
by the e lements of human visual perception
that distort measurement linearities and the
relation hips of different colors under differing viewing conditions.
Fortunately. it is possible to discuss the terminology, concepts. pirfalls. and standards
commonly encountered in flat-panel and CRT
color specifications within the confines of a
short artic le. We will make our job easier by
deferring the simi larly complex subject of
hardcopy color pecifications and matching to
a future article. With that out of the way, let' s
take the can opener to the proverbial can of
worms .

1931 CIE Chromaticity Chart

.

.2

Display chromaticity is u ually specified with
one of two systems: the 1931 CIE system or
the 1976 ClE-UCS system. Each has its own
advantages- and fau lts. Fortunately, mea-

Peter A. Keller is responsible for the design
and application engineering of photometric,
radiometric, and colorimetric instruments at
Tektronix, Inc. , P.O. Box 500, MIS 39-532,
Beaverton, OR 97077; telephone 503/6275429,/ax 503/627-56/0, e-mail: peter.keller
@tek.com.
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Fig. 1: 1931 CIE Chromaticity Diagram. (Photo courtesy of Photo Research.)
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color that results from a mixture of two colors
by a proportional distance along a straight line
between them. The 1976 CIE-UCS chart uses
u' and v' coordi nates (Fig. 2). The symbols u'
and v' were chosen to differentiate from the u
and v coordinates of the similar but shortli ved 1960 CIE-UCS system.
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Color measurement is based on three sets of
data: the X, Y, and Z tristimulus val ues.
(These are uppercase X andY as opposed to
the previous lowercase x and y.) The tristimulus values are three carefull y prescribed
spectral sensitivity curves that simulate the
sensiti vity of the average human eye receptors
to red, green, and blue, respectively (Fig. 3).
These may be measured using three separate
detectors, each closely matched to the tri stimulus functions in the case of the fi lter colorimeter, or computed by multiplying the measured intensities at each wavelength by the
tristimulus functions for that wavelength and
summing to determine the areas under the
curves. The X, Y, and Z values are then
summed and divided into the X value to determine x and divided into theY value to determine y (see the Appendix).

Fig. 2: 1976 CJE-UCS Chromaticity Diagram.

Color Gamut
surements and specifications in either system
can be converted to the other, often at the
press of a button on the colorimeter or spectroradiometer used to take the measurements.
At worst, you may have to use simple equations to perform the conversion (see the
Appendix).
The 193 1 CIE Chromaticity System was
devised by the Commission Internationale de
l'Eclairage (CIE), an international organization devoted to the specification of light and
color. The 193 1 CIE Chromaticity Chart
allows any color that may be seen by the average human eye to be specified by a pair of
coordin ates x and y (Fig. 1). The color
boundaries and names were added in 1943 by
K. L. Kelly of the U.S. National Bureau of
Standards (NBS)- now the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST), part of
the U.S. Department of Commerce. In rea lity,
the boundaries are not sharply defined but
gradually blend. The boundary lines are
approxi mati ons to help visualize the meaning
of a pair of numerical coordinates. Color
saturation or purity is greatest at the outer

periphery of the chart, shifting to pastels and
finally to neutral toward the center. Color
mixtures, which are particularly applicable to
color displays, are easily derived from the
1931 chart. The point representing a 50/50
mixture of a particular green and a particular
red will lie exactly halfway on a straight line
between the two points representing the original colors. The principal drawback of the
193 1 system is that equal distances on the
chart do not represent equal perceived color
differences because of nonlinearities in the
human eye.

1976 CIE-UCS Chromaticity Chart
The 1976 CIE-UCS (Uniform Chromaticity
Scale) was developed to minimize the limitations of the 193 I system. The 193 I chart was
squeezed and stretched via linear transformations (see the Appendix) so that equal perceived color differences are represented by
approximately eq ual distances on the chart,
while still allowing the color space to be displayed on a flat two-dimensional surface. The
tradeoff is the system's inabi lity to show the

When excited individually, a display's three
color primaries- red, green, and blue- may
be measured and plotted on the chromaticity
chart (either 193 1 or 1976). The three resulting points form a triangle, and the display can
onl y reproduce colors within this triangle
(Fig. 4). When added to the light being emitted by a display, ambient light wi ll dilute the
color purity and give the display a "was hedout" appearance. The displayed color will be
somewhere between that emitted by the display and the ambient illumination, depending
on their intensities. This wi ll reduce the overall size of the triangle formed by the color primaries and, hence, the range of colors (color
gam ut) that may be reproduced.

JND, JPD, and MPCD
The j ust-noticeable difference (JND) is used
to denote the minimum perceptible difference
between two closely spaced colors. This difference may vary considerably between differe nt regions on the 193 1 CIE Chromaticity
Chart and - to a much lesser degree - on the
1976 CIE-UCS Chart. There wi ll also be sigInformation Display 1196
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nificant differences in distance with angle.
Thus, I JND in one direction may be represented by 2 or more times the distance of
1 JND in the perpendicular direction. Plotting
distances of 10 JNDs, for example, at various
points on a chromaticity chart will result in a
series of ellipses known as MacAdam ellipses
(Fig. 5).
The JND is a good indication of how
closely matched two displays must be if they
are to be used in close proximity for critical
applications. For applications in which displays are used in different locations, they need
not be as closely matched because the eye's
white reference point will adjust of its own
accord to the combination of display whi te
and the white of the surrounding lighting.
Two displays adjusted to have exactly the
same white reference will appear quite different when one is viewed under incandescent
light and the other under fluorescent light or
daylight.
Typically, a difference in the vector distance between any two sets of color coordinates of 0.002-0.006 in either system will be
1 JND. The just-perceptible difference (JPD)
and, earlier, the minimum perceptible color
difference (MPCD) have also been used for
the same purpose.

Color Temperature
An object heated to any temperature above
650-SOOK will produce a broad-spectrum
emission of light with a color that is related to
its temperature. The color progresses from a
very deep red through orange, yellow, white,
and finally bluish-white as the temperature is
increased. This path may be plotted on the
chromaticity chart and is referred to as the
Planckian locus (Fig. 6). Most natural light
sources, such as stars, the sun, and fire, fa ll
very close to the Planckian locus. Because
human beings are fami liar with natural light
sources, engineers try to create displays and
lamps that also fall close to the Planckian
locus. Typical examples are the commonly
accepted incandescent lamp near 2854K, the
warm-white fluorescent lamp at 3000K, the
cool-white fluorescent lamp at 4100K, daylight fluorescent lamps at 6500K, and trichromatic rare-earth phosphor fluorescent lamps at
3000, 4000, and 5000K. Other light sources,
such as sodium and mercury lamps, that do
not fall on the Planckian locus are used for
their hi gh visual efficiency- but not without
20
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Fig. 3: Spectral response of the tristimulus fun ctions.
considerable debate and complaints about
their appearance.
CRT displays have become loosely standardized at 9300K (coordinates of approximately x = 0.294 andy = 0.294) for home
television and some computer displays and
6500K (refen·ed to as D65 and having coordinates of x = 0.313 and y = 0.329) for television-studi o monitors and critical display
app lications. A temperature of 6500K also
corresponds to the appearance of natural daylight. Standardization of backlit liquid-crystaldisplay (LCD) color temperatures has not yet
occurred, and manufacturers advertise miniature fluorescent lamps having color temperatures from at least 3000-6500K. Most readily
avai lable are those using standard warm-wh ite
(3000K), cool-white (4 100K), and daylight
(6500K) fluorescent-lamp phosphors, as well
as narrow-band red, green, and blue phosphors.
The bluish-white color preference (at least
in North America) of 9300 and 6500K is
related to the simi lar human preference in
laundry detergents. Detergent manufacturers

have long added fluorescent "bluing" to their
products to make clothes appear "cleaner" and
"brighter." Otherwise, washed items wou ld
tend to look yellowish - " not clean" - under
the comparatively low color temperature of
incandescent lamps used in the home enviro nment. Try looking at a freshly washed white
shirt under long-wave ultravio let light to see
the effect of the bluing, or, better yet, look at
some of the detergent itself. During the
1950s, Hoffman "Easy-Vision" with sepiatoned television receivers was a market fa ilure. "Crisp, clean" pictures are preferred by
the public.

Avoiding the CCT Trap
Since fluorescent lamps and display screens
usually depend on mixtures of Light emitted
by two or three different phosphors - yellow
and blue or red, green, and blue to produce
white- they often emit light of a color near
the Planckian locus but either above or below
it. To determine what color temperature they
approximate, a concept known as correlated
color temperature (CCT) was devised. The

v'

u'

y

Fig. 4: Color gamut of typical red, green,
and blue phosphor primaries plotted on the
1976 C1E-UCS chart. Any color within the
triangle may be reproduced by controlling the
relative excitations of the three phosphors.

idea of CCT is based on a series of straight
lines drawn perpendicular to the Planckian
locus on the 1931 CIE chart (Fig. 7). A light
source fallin g anywhere along one of these
lines is said to have a correlated temperature
equivalent to the point of its intersection with
the Planckian locus.
It can therefore be misleading to depend on
color temperature alone for specifying a display. A display adjusted to 6500K that happens to fall above the Planckian locus will
have a decidedly greenish cast, especially at
greater distances from the locus. Another display, also adjusted to 6500K but below the
Planckian locus, will have a purplish tint. Yet
the colorimeter says both displays are set to
the manufacturer's specification of 6500K. If
one of the displays had been misadjusted to
6300K - but both were on the Planckian locus
- the displays could appear better matched
than when they are both at 6500K but off the
Planckian locus. To avoid this trap, always
use the actual color coordinates of the desired
color temperature at the point at which the
correlated color-temperature line intersects the
Planckian locus. Never rely on color temperature alone for anything other than an incandescent light source. Even that is subject to
some error due to emissivity of the fi lament
and colorimeter accuracy - but that is a subject in itself.
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Fig. 5: MacAdam ellipses plotted on the 1931 C1E Chromaticity Diagram. For clarity, the
ellipses are equal to 10 JNDs.

Color Tracking
"Color tracking" refers to the abi lity of a display to produce the same color at high and
low drive levels and is a consideration particularly for CRT disp lays, since light output is a
non-linear function of drive signals. Usually,
two luminance levels are specified for tracking adjustments, and the white balance is
adjusted to produce the same color coordinates for each luminance. Approximately
60--90 nits (20--30 fL) is usually specified for
the highlight white point. For best accuracy
with existing colorimeters, the low-light luminance should be selected to be about 15 nits
(5 fL). This allows more accurate adjustment,
and 15 nits is in a range where the eye is more

apt to notice color errors. Ambient light will
also have less effect on the measurements.

Published Standards
Many standards exist for the specification of
display colors and measurement procedures.
These include documents from ANSI, ASTM,
CIE, EBU, EIA, EIAJ, SAE, SID, SMPTE,
and others. (See the bibliography for some of
the more pertinent ones.) Other disp lay standards are in preparation as the state of the art
advances, especially in the area of flat-pane l
displays, although flat-panel and CRT color
measurement have much in common. After
all, the correct and reproducible appearance of
the display is the ultimate goal.
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X =

X
X+Y+Z

y

y = X+Y+Z

Com putation of u', v' from X, Y,Z va lues:
,

u=

4X
X+I5Y+3Z

v'

9Y
X+I5Y+3Z

Com putation of x,y from u',v' va lues:
6.75u'
x = 4.5u'-12v'+9

3v'

Y= 4.5u'- 12v'+9

Computation of u',v' from x,y va lues:

u' =
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4x
-2x+l2y+3

v' 9y
- -2x+l 2y+3
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i Japan Marathon
In little more than a week in October; the energetic traveler
could attend Asia Display, the International Display Workshops, LCD International, and the Japan Electronics Show.

by Ken Werner
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The 1156 attendee of Asia Di pl ay '95. held
October 16- 18. 1995. in the .. Music C ity"' of
Hamamatsu. Japan, had a choice of 229 techni ca l papers and the opponun ity to witnes a
tartlin g adva nce in LCD tec hn ology.
The advance. described in two tech nical
papers, is Hitachi's new in-plane-switching
(IPS ) TIT-LCD for whic h there was an
impressive demonstrat ion during the authorinterview e ion. The di play ex hibited very
natural colors and an incredibl y wide viewin g
angle of over 120° on the horizontal ax is. IPS
places both pi xel witch e lectrode in the TIT
pl ate instead of plac ing one electrode on the
top plate. A a res ult. the e lectrodes do not
have to be transparent. and th ey can be patterned along with the TIT source/drai n and
gate metalli zati on layer . res pecti ve ly. This
eliminates all ITO from the di splay. along
with two process steps. Japane e newspaper
ai d the dis pl ay woul d be ava ilab le for sale in
ApriL 1996. a repon Hitachi repre entati ve
chee1f ull y quoted but would not co nfirm .
As ia Di splay is the renamed Japan Display.
jointl y ponsored by the Institute of Television Engineer of Japan and the Society fo r
In formati on Di spl ay. In keeping with its new
name and broadened ori entati on, As ia Display
will now rotate among As ian countri es with
signifi ca nt display industri es . Seoul. Korea,
will be the ite fo r As ia Di spl ay ' 98. In hi s
conference-openin g re marks at the tri king
new ACT City con enti on center. Confe rence
Chair Heij u Uchii ke said the change marked a

new era for the internati onal di splay community.

The Commercial Context
Asia Display ·95 took place durin g a period
when seri ous oversuppl y is affecti ng the LCD
industry. Pon able-PC sales are flattening.
LCD pri ces remain too hi gh to generate a vo lume market for 10- and 11 -in. LCD TVs. and
the substanti a l new applicati on fo r whi ch the
industry fe rventl y hoped has not materi ali zed.
Hi sao I hii . President of ED Research. Tokyo,
repon th at ince DRAMs are in hon uppl y.
co mpani es th at supply both LCDs and
DRAM are offerin g a package deal: '·Buy

my LCD and I'll sell yo u the DRAM for your
computer along with it. .. Things are bad
enough fo r there to be talk of a shake-o ut in
th e indu try. The eri ous entry into the market of Samsun g and LG Electroni cs- formerly Goldstar - of Korea is further complicating
the situati on. (Rumor had it that Compaq and
Sam ung were hav ing se ri ou di scus ions.)
But Asia Di play is a re earch conference.
and these dark thought rarely affected the
co mments of the speakers. Indeed. th ose
speakers who took a suffi cientl y broad view
were able to be quite chee1f ul.
In his keynote addres , H. Mizuno. Seni or
Scientist at Matsushita and visiting professor

Ken Wemer

Ken Wern er is The ediTor of Information
Di splay.
24

Heiju Uchiike. Conference Chairfor Asia Display '95, and Shigeo Mikoshiba, Program Cha ir
for bOTh Asia Display '95 and the InTernaTional Display Wo rkshops '95.
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actuator . Daewoo will introduce a 640 x 480
NTSC projector based on the device earl y in
1996. The projector will be compact and will
fit into a 30 x 30-cm package.

Mission Impossible

Ken Wemer

SID Presidenr Andy Lakatos (righr) and Americas Regional VP Terry Nelson (jar left) ar rhe
Asia Display '95 awhor inrerviews.
at Stanford Uni versity, presented hi s thoughtful definiti on of multimedia: the fusion of
computer communications (CC) and di gital
audi o and video (A V) in a display-based system. The technological fu sion of these major
thread ex ists now, but we need simple and
ubiquitous tools and the graceful fusion of CC
and A V in applications, he ai d. Mizuno had
some predicti ons:
• Polys ilico n TFf-LCDs with integrated
dri vers will be developed and will be fo llowed by entire systems on g lass .
• Pl as ma display panel (PDP ) will challenge projection CRT in the 40-in .-andover range when perform ance and power
consumpti on improve.

Surveying the Industry
Ernst Lueder urveyed advances in AMLCDs
and concluded that metal-insul ator-metal
(MIM ) two-terminal devices are feasible
replacements for TFfs up to XGA level, with
quality equi valent to a-Si TFfs. When the
MIMs are dri ven with a four -level dri ve, there
is a cost advantage.
Polaroid' J. J. McCann pithily explained
why display technology by itself can not o lve
the problem of making colors appear the arne
when we transfer images to different media
and environments: "Colorimetry is pixel

physics; color appearance is fi eld psychophys ics.'· The current generati on of colormanagement sys te ms are effecti vely solving
the pixel ph ys ics problem. ow we need a
better understanding of the perceptual psychology that will ex plain how the appearance
of color fi elds is changed by the fie lds aroun d
them and by vari ous iUuminants.
M. Hirose of th e U niver ity of Tokyo
addressed the problem of creating virtual
environment without having to deal with
unmanageable amounts of data. Hi s approach
is the virtual dome, whi ch permits the explorati on of ways "to translate 2- D image sources
to 3-D virtual ex perience: ·
In the poster session, Fujitsu described a
multi-panel LCD projector di splay whi ch use
short-throw rear projecti on fro m an array of
48 TFf-LCD pane ls onto a 111 2 x 1964-mm
screen - 2257 mm on the di agonal. The dot
pitch is 0.4 mm, the contra t rati o (CR) is
50: I the pixel dimension are 4960 x 2790,
and the power consumpti on is 5 kW to produce 50 lux.
Aura Systems and Daewoo Electroni cs
described the status of their actuated mirror
array (AMA ). The AMA uses tiltable
micromirrors like Texas In truments' di gital
micromirror device (DMD), but the AMA
uses piezo lelectri c instead of electrostati c

Tom William of Industri al Light and Mag ic
described the state of the art in computer animati on for photoreali stic simulation fo r cinema. He described the evolving sophisti cati on of technique used in Ju rassic Park, Caspar, and The Masque- wi th appropriate fi lm
clips. William said th at in the upco min g
Mission Impossible with To m Cruise, some
segment of the fi lm are completely computer
generated except fo r Tom Crui se. Thi s year,
for the first time, it seems possible to computer-synthesize the actor himself. but that
would al o eliminate the actor' s creati ve contributi on. Besides, said Willi ams. actors are
cheaper th an the cost of synthesizing them!
In his in vited paper on display systems for
home multimedia. K. Yamamoto of Matsushita said the key word for home- a well as
busines - multimedi a are di gital, networked,
and interacti ve. He see the large home display of the future as producing I000 lines and
a luminance of 400 nit , being at least 40-50
in. on the diagonal, and co tin g 500! During
the questi on period. consultant Larry Tann as
commented that uch a display would have to
weigh at least I 00 lbs. That means th at
sophi sti cated electronics would be costing
5/l b .. whi ch "would be difficult to achieve.''
Indeed, said Tann as, ten tim es th at cost would
be difficult to achi eve. Yamamoto agreed, but
said th at as we enter the multimedi a age we
have to fi nd ways of reducing price eve n as
we improve qu ali ty, or our vision of the multi medi a society will not come to pass.
In another in vited paper, Larry Weber of
Pl as maco urveyed the promise of color
plasma di splays. He commented th at the
global electroni cs industry has suddenl y recogni zed the tremendous market potential of
large-area color PDP with large manufacturing co mmitments from major manufacturers:
¥60 billion from Fujitsu and ¥80 billion from
NEC, fo r example. Weber said that LCDs
have won the technology war in the 8- 14-in.
range. The marketing strategy for POPs is to
foc us on the 20-30-in . work tation market
and the 40-60-in . TV market. If LCDs push
up to 20 in ., PDP maker would probably not
contest th at segment but would concentrate on
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the large r sizes . Echoing an arti cle by Peter
Friedman in the October 1995 i sue of lnfor-

marion Display. Weber said th at the fac tory
model for POPs is not the LCD but the CRT,

i.e., pl ants will co t $ 150-250 million. not
$700 million or more. Weber noted th at Plasmaco's PDP uses 70-V pulses to dri ve both
columns and row , so the panel can use standard EL dri ver . It should eventu all y be possible to reduce thi s to 45 V, whic h would permit the use of ST dri vers fo r a substanti al
cost avings. In the questi on period, Larry
Tann as a ked when Weber th ought it would
be possi ble to achi eve a price of $ 100 per
di agonal inch. Weber answered th at he
wanted to sell a 40-in . TV receiver in department sto re fo r 2500, and he thought it
would be possible to do th at in 5 years. At
th at price, the market should be a milli on units
per year. Weber aid.
Seiko-Epson announced the development of
a 425°C polysilicon process and its applicatio n to I 0.4-in. 800 x 600 TFT-LCD . At thi s
temperatu re, polys ilico n di splays can be fabricated on the re lati ve ly low-cost glas ubstrates currentl y used for STN displ ays.
Jim Scheuss ler of National Semiconductor
presented a poster paper on behalf of VESA
outlin ing the Flat-Pane l Digitallnterface
(FPDI) stand ard. Scheussler reported "quite a
bit" of interest, including interest from
Japanese standards orga nizati ons.
Nippon Petrochemi cals and ippon Oil Co.
demonstrated a retardati on film made of a liquid-crystal polymer. The apparent retard at ion
vari es wi th the incident angle of light. The
fi lm looked impressive. permitting a horizontal view ing angle in excess of I 00°. The film
will be avai lable for samplin g earl y in 1996.

The Asian Powerhouse

KenWemer

The emrance ro ACT Pla::.a, one pa11 of Hamamarsu 's A CT City, which also conrained rhe conference center for Asia Display '95, rhe Okura ACT City Hotel, and a concerr hall well-suited ro
Japan 's "Music City."
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In a pecial morning sess ion, representati ves
of Asian coun tri es summ arized dis play R&D
and industri al acti vities . Professor S-Q. Ding,
standing in for L. Tong, said the People' s
Republ ic of China (PRC) was currentl y producing 20 million color picture tube (CPTs) a
year. In the PRC, 200 million families are
potenti al buyers of color-TV recei vers, so
there is lots of room fo r expansion. There are
more than I 00 LED factori e in th e PRC, with
LOTOP Corp. being the largest. R&D program cover the popular FPD technologies,
wi th AMLC D and monochrome PDP work
being done at the Nati onal Flat Pane l
Research Center (NFPRC).
C. C. Chang, Chairman of Varitroni x in
Hong Kong, de cribed the leadin g FPD companies in Hong Kong and commented that the

only technology these companie are pursuing
i LCDs. Virtually all manufactuiing by
Hong Kong controlled companies is done in
the PRC, and these companies are responsible
for 20% of all displ ays manufactured in the
region (as of ApriL 1995). R&D i being
done at the Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology and, to a le ser extent, at the
Chinese University of Hong Kong .
. V . Madhu ud ana of the Liquid Crystal
Laboratory at the Raman Research In titute in
Bangalore commented that India still has an
emerging economy. most re earch is still government-controlled. and there i not yet any
strong effort in display R&D. There are
efforts to develop T -LCD technology for
cu tom LCD . and small companies are currently assembling modules . Color TV broadcasting has been greatly expanding, and CPTs
are being manufactured. The market is a few
hundred million U.S. dollar ·. There is still a
good market for black-and-white televi ion.
and there is an active monochrome CRT
industry .
. Naono of Nomura Research Institute in
Japan said bluntly, .. As production capacity
[of LCDs] has increased faster than portablePC production . some companies have suffered
overcapacity:· and .. Korea. Taiwan, and other
areas are taking a portion of the market from
Japan." ' Naono presented a chart indicating
that Japan· capacity for large- ize color ST
di splay from exi ting production lines will be
flat throughout 1996 at about 800.000 units
per month. but new production line will bring
capacity to nearly 1.4 million panels per
month by the end of the year. aono stressed
the importance of poly-Si TFT to the industry.
Jin Jang of Kyung Hee Univer ity said that
Korea maintain 24% of the world" CRT
market. i getting into LCDs. and i doing
R&D on other technologies. Hyundai. Samsung. and LG are doing large-scale LCD manufacturing but are inhibited by a still-limited
equipment and materials infrastructure. Jang
presented an interesting projection of Korea' s
Ken Werner

Table 1: Korea 's Share of World
LCD Production
Year

1992

1995

2000

2005

Share(%)

2.7

4.7

20.0

34.0

Th e Okura ACT Ciry Hare/. Hamamarsu, 11·as rhe headquarrers hare/ for Asia Display '95 and
rhe lnrernariona/ Display Workshops '95.
contribution to the world's total LCD production (see Table I).
According to Jimm y Chen of Chunghwa
Picture Tube . R&D in Taiwan i clo ely cou-

pled to manufacturing. Most production is in
CRTs, with LCD under development. In
1994. Taiwan produced 11.3 million color di splay tubes (COT ). 95'k of them in the 1-1-in.Information Display 1/96
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diagonal ize. Philip and Chunghwa are the
main manufacturer . while Yu-Tan is a erious tart-up. Some low-end production is
moving offshore. LCD are being produced
by an- Ya. Chunghwa. Unipac. and
Prime View.
Taiwanese companies have trouble hiring
young people for CRT work. ··worldwide.
young people . eem to see CRT a a sunset
indu try:·
In an invited paper. T. chida and his colleagues at Tohoku University de cribed a
retlective color optically compensated bend
(OCB)-mode display that u es an internal
retlecting mirror and a front scattering film .
The display requires only half the drive voltage of other OCB-mode displays and. like
previously de cribed OCB displays, ha I0
times the peed of traditional ST 1 displays.
The new di play is not bright yet. but the
authors feel it has high-brightne s potential.
S. Itoh and hi associates at Futaba analyzed the state of the art of FED technology.
While optimi tic. they warned ...There is no
royal road to developing LED :· Areas that
require further development are ( I) the reduction in life expectancy resulting from adsorption and desorption of gases on the emitter
urface with the gases coming from the anode.

(2) the need for higher-efficiency phosphors if
a luminance of greater than 300 cd/m~ is
desired. and (3) the development of a new
blue phosphor material.
H. Hirai and hi colleagues at Toshiba
anempted to quantify a perennial question:
How fast must a display be to adequately render motion pictures'l They pre ented images
on ST display ha ing different respon e
times before a panel of observers and a ked
them to rate acceptability on a cale of 1-5 .
with 3 being ju t acceptable. They concluded
that the bearable response time for displaying
motion pictures i 185 ms [ton + t01r between
ON (black ) and OFF (white)] for animation.
where full-on and full-off are primarily used.
and 235 ms for moving images in which gray
shades are used.
In the poster session. Noritake hawed its
rib-grid vacuum tluorescent device (VFD)
that doe away with the wire-mesh grid . The
mesh is replaced by ribs sun·ounding the tluorescent area that are metallized on top. The
re ult i a luminescence of up to 5000 cd/m~ 
double the max imum available from me hgrid devices- and the elimination of the mesh
panern from illuminated areas. o new
physic here. but as one analyst observed.
..This is the kind of thing that make money:·

Ken Werner

A block away from the luxuries of ACT Ci1y, an Asia Display '95 a11endee could see scenes
more rypical of everYdaY life in Hamamatsu.
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3-D and VR
San yo described and demonstrated its new
autostereo copic (no-glas e ) LCD Image
Splitter Display. The display exhibit the leftand right-eye fields simultaneously and
directs them to the appropriate eye. A 640 x
~80 display therefore produces a 320 x 480
tereo image. The display was shown. It is
effective when the viewer's head is positioned
properly. and it is bright (the luminance is 350
cd/m 1 ).
A team from NHK. Sanyo. and Tappan
Printing described an auto tereo copic 3-D
Hi -Vision ( 16:9 high-definition ) projection
system that uses a double lenticular screen
and an atTay of peakers with adjustable
delays to create a . ound image that track the
3-D visual image.
T. Kanade and his colleagues from
Carnegie Mellon University de cribed their
work with virtualized (not virtual) reality.
The team capture a visual event using several
cameras. At playback. the viewer can select
any .. soft-camera .. position (within a range)
that he choose , even if no physical camera
was at that location.

International Display Workshops
(IDW '95)
The International Display Workshops ·95
immediately followed A ia Display '95 . In
the workshop on Ad vanced LCD . M. K.
Hatali of Lehigh niversity commented that
the development of lower-temperature poly-Si
processes and new glass with a strain point
over 650 C .. removes the last barrier to using
this technology in the manufacture ofTFTLCDs ...
Two paper . one by P. J. Bos and his colleagues from Kent State and one by M.
uzuki and K. Sumiyo hi of EC. agreed that
several techniques- including dual-domain.
multi-domain. less-than-90°-twist. pi-cell, and
tilted homeotropic - offer wide-angle viewing
for LCD . The outstanding need i to make
one or more of these techniques reliable and
economical in production .
In the work hop on Field Emis ion Displays. J. C. M. Huang of the lndu . tri al Technology Research Institute (ITRI). Taiwan.
suggested that if LCD were the di splay of the
80s. and TFT -LCDs are the display of the
90s. perhaps FEDs will be the display of the
fir t decade of the 21st century. Huang sees
the compatibility of FED manufacwring with

emiconductor proce sing technique a, very
attractive. and he see the manufacture of the
bottom plate as now being less challengi ng
than engineering the a embly and packaging
of the emire di play.
If a I0-in. FED i to have a lower power
consumpti on than an equivalent LCD. it must
have a pho ph or efficiency of 5-10 lm/W.
which requires more development. Huang
said. On the positive side. at . 20 the total
driver cost for an FED is sub tanti ally less
than that for an LCD. The reason for thi is
that. unlike LCD drivers. there is no need for
FED driver. to reverse the polarity of the voltage they supply.
ITRI' s Electronic Research and Service
Organization (ERSO ) is using monolayer surface coati ng of pho phors for their developmental FEDs instead of the I0-11 m-thick multilayer coating that is typically used. lmpresively. the result is fou r time the luminescence from the same beam energy.
ERSO plans to further develop FED core
technology. then establish a domestic consortium. and then establish an international consortium. The) anticipate pilot display production in 1998 or 1999. ERSO will sell FEDs
for R&D and will make their imulation software and world wide patent analyses available.
There are yet some internal approvals to
obtain. bur Huang is hopeful that ERSO will
institute an international training and research
cemer.
Huang indicated that the Taiwanese technical e tab li shmenr i well aware rhar ir has built
a powerful indu try on imported technology.
It would now like to give something back. and
in its FED work believes it ha omething
worth sharing.
ln the workshop on LCD Color Filter .
Takeo Sugiura of Tappan Printing Co. presented a derailed hi story of the techni cal
development of co lor filters (CFs). He aid
that I million I0-in . color filters are manufactured each month for di plays. mo. t of them
for PC . Dr. Sugiura then went on to ay .
..The LCD market. which has depended too
much on PCs. must be expanded to applications needing cheaper and lighter di play ··

The Stereo Exhibit
IDW '95 conrained an exhibit of stereo displays. Among them were lenticul ar autostereo copic displays from Tappan Printing.
The e were high-impact. sti ll-image, non-

Ken Werner

Th e Japan EleCTronics Sho11· '95 11·as held October 17-21, 1995, in The six halls of The Osaka
fill ex ExhibiTion CenTer. lntex is in a part of Osaka largely del'OTed TO port faciliTies. The harbor and the skyline of doll'nTo11·n Osaka are in The background.

electronic display for advertising and similar
applications.

Sanyo demonstrated the LCD image-splitting di ·play from Asia Di play '95. saying the
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intended appli cati ons we re per onal amusement, med ical imagi ng. 3- D car nav igati on.
and home 3-D TV. The price wi ll be
¥450,000 in the Japanese market onl y. Sanyo
also showed a 16:9 32-in . CRT-based 3-D T V
that proce ses 2-D images to create 3- D
images . T he sy tem uses active glas es, and
onl y moving images on the sc reen appear in
3-D. The system choose whi ch of the last six
fra mes to u e for synthesizing the 3-D.
depending on image peed. The receiver can
al o be used in a conventi onal 2-D mode. The
et i cun·entl y ava il able fo r ¥380.000 in the
Japanese market onl y.
Hibino·s TriVi sion i a large de ktop
device into whi ch th e viewer looks through
binocul ar-like lenses. The case protru des so
that speakers are near each of the viewer" s
ear when hi s eye are at the binocul ars.
TriV ision provide a high-inten ity effect we ll
uited to ga me pl ay ing.
Shimadzu ' s Aircraft Equipment Division
showed a head- mounted ste reo di splay using
du al-projecti on CRTs. A visor provides a
normal image when dow n, a see-through
image when flipped up. The pri ce is
¥2 .800.000: ¥4.000,000 with head-motion
sensor. For le s demanding appli cati ons. Shi-

madzu was also selling an LCD-based VIM
vi ion immersion unit for ¥680.000. Eac h of
the two LCDs i 0.7 in . on th e di agonal and
co ntains 180.000 pi xe l . The unit i made by
Kai er Electrooptics in the U.S. for the Cue
View ga me sy tem.
i ho Elec tronics was showing the VREX
Cyberbook. a Mac Powerbook with pass ive
glasse and cu to m software th at produces
left/ri ght stereo eparati on on an alternate-lin e
bas is . ..Thi s may be the simplest stereo sy tem:· aid Seni or Staff Member Shigeaki
Mat uura. The system is effecti ve on still
image ; no oftware is avail able for moving
images. VREX. a U.S. company located in
Hawthorne. ew York, is a subsidi ary of
Reveo th at also make stereo projecti on
equipment.

LCD International ' 95
The week before As ia Di splay and IDW.
ikkei Busi nes Publ ications ran LCD International '95 and the accompanying LCD Seminars at the Pac ifico Yokohama conve nti on
center in Yokohama, the port city fo r Tokyo.
In 1994. the e min ars drew 2700 attendees.
Th is year, the seminars included '·A Practi ca l
Course in Panel Proces es .. to transfer produc-

Ken Werner

The introduction of bright blue lighr-emirting diodes has made possible the introducrion off ullcolor LED display modules, such as these fro m Panasonic. Th e green LEDs in th e modules
from all manufactLirers were actually yellow-green. blll pure bright greens are on the way.
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ti on-technology informati on to younger engineers.
Although th e ex hibits focused on LCDs,
materi al , and manufacturin g equipment. there
wa a small PDP secti on near the entrance
containing three PDP side by side. Mitsubishi 's 640 x 480 20-in . color PDP had a
luminance of 150 cdlm 2 and a sa mpl e price of
¥ 1 million. Mitsubi hi' rep guessed that a
U. S. version might be ava ilable for sa mpling
in 1997.
NEC ' s 640 x 480 33 -in . RGB/NTSC color
PDP benefi tted not onl y fro m it larger size
but al o fro m its luminance of 200 cd/m 2 and
its 30: I contrast ratio- samplin g now in Japan
for¥ I million and world wide in 1996. Fuj it u
had one of its 2 1-in. color PDPs running
untended as a product-info rmati on termin al.
Of the three di splay . NEC' was the most
triking.
On the strength of the extensive LCD
ex hib it mounted by Samsung and LG Electronic , there is a Kore an nation al style in
LCD : high contra t with hi ghl y saturated colors. Samsun g·s ex hibit touted the company's
hi gh ape11ure ratios and featured a hand orne
new 22-in. TFT-LCD prototype with a hori zontal viewing angle ubj ecti vel y better th an
90°. Sampling mi ght begin next year. The
other di splays ranged from a beauti ful 14.2-in.
640 x 480 TFT di spl ay with 70% aperture
rati o. 6-bit color, I 00: l CR, and 200 cd/m2
through a variety of I 0.4-. 11 .8-. and 12. 1-in.
VGA. SVA. and XGA TFT-LCDs.
LG Electroni cs. Inc. (formerl y GoldStar)
was showing TFT-LCD ranging from 5.6 in.
( TSC co mpatibl e) to 12.1 in . (XG A compatible) .
Al so showing LCDs were NEC. Toshiba,
Panasoni c, Sharp. Hitachi. Fujitsu, Epson.
Ca io. Tori sa n (Tottori Sanyo Di play Di vision). Kyocera, and Hos iden.
Among Sharp' s offerings was the "Gaia''
XV -R43 16:9 rear projector using a filterless
single-panel LCD system . The sys tem produced a nice image, with perhap a Little
mearing on fast moti on. For critical viewers,
the projected pi xels mi ght be too large. On
Friday. the Gaia wa replaced by a new 28-in .
LCD' This unit. whi ch was not quite what it
seemed to be, was al o shown at the Japan
Electronics Show. and we ' ll describe it in
more detail in that section. Sharp was also
haw ing a ni ce 8.4-in. LCD TV mounted on a
graceful pedestal. Thi s is a nice unit. but it'

hard to imagine that Sharp will sell a lot of
them at¥ II 0.000 (S I l 00). The price is
thought to be too high fo r the U.S. market,
and Sharp will not market the unit in 011h
Ameri ca.
DNP (Dai ippon Printing) was showing
its range of photomas ks. Rather than keeping
stacks of handouts at the ready. D P personnel guided potential customer (and even editors) to a modem-equipped laptop computer,
and in vited them to log onto DNP' s World
Wide Web site and print out whatever literature was of interest. The URL is http://www.
dn p.co.j p/1cd/intro/i ntro_e. htm l. Ta ppan
Printing was ai·o showing matrix color filters
(as used in Sharp LCDs). and Toray was
show ing its Toptica l color filters fo r LCDs
based on a polyimide/orga ni c-pigment color
system.
Photon Dynamics . Cali fo rni a-based maker
of automated test equipment fo r displ ay manufacturers, had a booth staffed by Marketing
and Communication Manager Tim Campbell.
Campbell said that Japanese manufac turers
were still buying equipment .. des pite the temporary oversuppl y.. and that Photon Dynamics
was fi nding new customers at LCD International ·95 that they had not kn own about
before.
3M had a large booth fea turing BEF anti refl ection film and LCF film fo r improving
the contrast of the craw ling LED displ ays so
popul ar in Japan. Us hio had a large ex hibit of
lamps. back li ghts. and inverters.
ED Research was ex hibiting their research
reports on the Japanese FPD manufac turing
industry. Engli sh translati ons of some of
these reports are jointly publi hed by SID and
lnterl ingua.
Fujioka Manufac turing Company was featuring its line of FPD manufacturing equipment. including a rubbing mac hine. dry spacer
spraying mac hine. seal printing machine. and
seal curing o en. M. Mi yazaki . Director and
General Manager of Fujioka's Sales Di vision.
said the company's equipment is used in the
U.S. by Three-Fi ve Sys tems, AT&T. IBM T.
J. Watson Research Center. and O!S Opti cal
Imag ing Systems.
Nagase and Co. was showing AlliedSi gnal' s Spectra- Vue system for dramaticall y
increasing the viewing angle of an LCD and
Eldim 's EZContrast contrast mapping system.
AlliedSi gnal' s Tom Credelle said hi s company was ex panding its offerings because of
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Th e Japanese passion for wide-aspect-ratio te lel'ision is affecting LCD product lines. Most
manufac tu re rs had at least one small or medium LCD with 16:9 aspect rariofor TV applica rions.

the intense interest in 11 .4- in . LCDs among
Japanese manufacturer ·.
TMA . Palo Alto. California. was promoting
Liquid. its oftware package fo r complete.
physicall y based simul ation of AMLCD .
The package. which can produce simulated
output images as they would appear at di fferent viewing angles. run s on Uni x workstations.

Japan Electronics Show
Overlapping Asia Di splay and lOW, the Japan
Electronics Show (J ES '95) was held October
17- 2 1 at the lntex Exhibit Center in Osaka.
Although JES '95 had a large. bright, and
noisy consumer component, five of the six
hall at lntex were devoted to the selling of
component and equipment to manufac turers.

Among the notabl e trends was a profusion
of prototype color POPs with di ago nals from
21 to 40 in . There is no longer any question
of whether Japan's large elecu·onics companie wi ll commit themselves to POPs. The
question is who will have the first product in
each market segment.
Another trend was the wide avail ability of
bri ght blue LEOs and full-color modules containing blue LEOs. Panasonic and Sharp.
among others. had LED video di splays to
draw attention to the modul es they were selling.
A remarkable u·ansition is the rep lacement
of 4:3 TVs with 16:9 .. Panorama.. sets that
stretch a standard TSC signal hori zontall y to
fill the screen. These sets canal o play
videodi sks recorded in 16:9 fo rmat. These
lnformarion Dispfa,· 1196 33
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sets are not all hi gh end ; many are 24- in.d iagonal sets elling fo r about ¥70.000 (about
S700). A I o being pushed are hi gh-end highdefi niti on Hi- Vi ion 16 :9 ets whose signals
are delivered by atellite. LCD manu fac turers
are not ig noring the 16 :9 j uggernaut. Several
16 :9 LCDs were hown by variou manu fac turers.
The theme of JES ' 95 was " Di scover
Today's M ul ti medi a!'' ln the indu trial hall ,
this seemed to trans late to a co ncentratio n on
em iconductor for digital audi o and video
and on dev ices for exploiting the new supe rden ity (S O) dig ital optical disks . The SO
disk do ee m to be an impressive way to
store and play moti on pic tures wi th hi gh-qu ality sound and video. and reco rdab le ver io ns
were being discussed . Is thi s the beginning of
the end of videotape?
Let' look at some of the booth s at JES '95.
Philips was showi ng- fo r the first time?its range of AMLCDs made at FPD Corp. in
Ei ndhoven . The e displays u e two-terminal
acti ve eleme nt th at Ph ilip insi ts on calling
thin-film diodes (TFDs) but th at the rest of the
world call s MIMs .
Futaba was demo nstrating many vac uum
fl uorescent de ices (VFD ) in a vari ety of
applications. including an add-o n head-u p di splay (H UD) fo r auto navigati on ystems th at
projects an arrow into the driver's fie ld of
34
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view indicatin g whi ch way to go at intersections. Also on di pl ay we re dupl ex multicolor
VFDs wi th color-dependent luminance of up
to 2000 cd/m 2 These devices are the fru it of
new developments in hi gh-efficiency phosphors. Futaba said . Kl aus Heynan. Assi tant
Manager of Produ ct En gineerin g for Futaba
(Europe) ai d Futaba did not intend to fo llow
ori take·s lead and develop a rib-grid VFD.
whi ch has a fa ll-o ff in luminance at the edges
of the lum inou area - a position th at wa
refuted by oritake ·s repre entati ve.
oritake had its ow n ex tensive VFD
ex hibit. including the rib-grid dev ice. The
advant ages oritake claimed fo r the rib-grid
VFD are dense and fl exible patterning. hi gh
luminance. better resistance to vibrati on. and
hi ghl y uni fo rm luminance. oritake say the
rib-grid product will be li ghtl y more expe nsive th an traditi onal me h-grid product at first,
but will then attain parity.
Pana oni c. Roda n. Sharp. Stanl ey, Kodenshu . Rohm. and probab ly ome oth ers I
mi ssed we re showin g full-color LED module . Panasonic· modules contained fi ve ye llow. two blue. and two red LEOs for each
color pi xe l. Pana o nic put their blue LED in
proprietary oval packages. with the blue LED
chips co ming from Toyo Togusay. Panaso ni c
will ell you 16 x 16-pixe l modul es fo r ¥3
mill ion. In additi on to LEOs, Rodan was

howin g monochrome PDP (but nothing
large). and Stanl ey was showing a vari ety of
small LCDs and backli ght .
Panasonic ' impressive booth included its
new 40-in. 16:9 PDP for Hi -Vi ion. With
1344 x 800 pi xels. 0 .65-mm pi xe l pitch, a
luminance of 150 cd/m 2• 150: I contrast ratio.
24-bit color. and a 30.000-hour lifetim e, th is
was a good-l ookin g di splay. A 26-in . PDP
had 896 x 51 2 pi xe l and shared the other
specs of the 40-in. di spl ay. Thi s di spl ay,
probabl y in 28-in. form. is likely to be ava ilable fo r amplin g in June ' 96.
Panasoni c was howing a range of TITand STN-LCD . including a 5. 8-in . 16:9
400 x 234 TFT di play fo r TV applicati ons
and a 15-in. full -color TIT-LCD modul e with
1152 x 900 pi xels and 0.26 1-mm pi xe l pitch.
There was also a projector with three 1.3-in.
poly-Si LCD li ght valves. each hav ing
3 10 .000 pi xels and 15% tra nsmittance.
In the CRT aren a. Panaso ni c is produ cing a
Pure Flat (PF) 17-in. ten sion-m as k tube with
0.24-mm pitch. 1280 x I024 screen resoluti on. and I 13-kHz hori zontal defl ecti on.
Panasoni c ·s Jim Mas uda aid the PF tube is a
substanti al improve ment over Zenith' FTM .
The slotted shadow mas k and phosphor stripe
prov ide better white uni fo rmity than Zenith' s
dot-tri ad pattern, and Panasonic has designed
a large cu tom yo ke for th e PF th at permi ts
multisync operati on. so methin g Zenith never
implemented in an FTM tube, said Masuda.
Samples of the PF tube are shipping now fo r
350. inc luding the deflection yoke.
Alps was howing its ni ce mouse- repl ac ing
digiti zing pane l in build-in and add -on versions and a range of ST -LCDs. The VGA level STN di splay are new. Alps will sell a
hi gh-co ntra t I 0.4-in. VGA di splay with 40: I
CR fo r $350 if you buy 5000 per month.
Yos hihiro Nagura, Alps· marketin g manager
fo r LCD , said, "We will co mpete on price:·
Sharp was showing its full range of LCDs,
including a 17.7-in . XG A STN module and
the 28-in . VGA LCD first show n in Yokohama. Thi s unit i made by tiling two smaller
di splays by bondin g them to a single piece of
28-in . glass. The pi xel pitch is 0.88 mm . In
Yokoham a. a Sharp spokesperso n assured
consultant William Bohannon th at thi s di splay
was indeed manu facturable in qu antity.
Cas io was showing its "personal multimedia" products and it line of LCDs. including
a 9.4-in . RC-STN VG A liquid-crystal module.

There was also a 960 x 640 monochrome STN
for viewing a full page vertically (if not at fu ll
size), as used on Casio's Darwin personal
word processor (PWP).
Fujitsu was featuring its by-now familiar
21-in. PDP, which it calls "Plasmavision."
One trick was putting one of the PDPs behind
a picture frame as a changeable photo-on-thewall. This was surprisingly effective when
viewed from 8 to 10ft. away.
Pioneer showed its new prototype 40-in.
4:3 AC-PDP with a luminance of 350 cd/m 2 ,
a 150: l CR, full color, and a lu minous efficiency of 1.2 lm/W. A fina l version of the
display will be available in early 1997 in a
Pioneer TV receiver which is estimated to
cost ¥400,000.
Hitachi was showing its range of LCDs, but
not the in-plane switching LCD shown at Asia
Display. Included was a l-in. poly-Si monochrome module with 300,000 dots and a 1.4in. color module with 345,000 dots.
NEC showed its range ofTFT-LCDs, many
with multiple scanning, and the nice 33-in.
PDP seen at Yokohama.
Texas Instruments was demonstrating its
Digital Light Processing® (DLP®) engine,
which looked good rear-projected at about a
6-ft. diagonal- big enough for real cinematic
effect. TI was sharing the booth with Nokia,
which had a very nice prototype rear-projection SVGA monitor using the DLP® engine.
Nokia' s Goran Wahlberg and TI's Chris Tapsfield were quick to point out the prototype' s
imperfections and to indicate that correcting
them was not a problem . There will be two
products: a commercial VGA/SVGA projector
and a consumer NTSCNGA/SVGA projector.
TI has one source of cold-discharge metalhalide lamps having a lifetime of 10,000
hours, and these are 100-W lamps. The lamps
have relatively weak output in the red, so the
Nokia projector will use two DMDs, one for
blue and green and one full-time for red.
Tapsfield said it was his understanding that
Japanese companies were having trouble getting beyond VGA resolution with small polySi TFT-LCD light valves. As a result, he said,
there was intense interest in the TI/Nokia
product at JES.
Toshiba showed a reflective 95-gram VGA
?.2-in. monochrome TFD-LCD module with
0.4-W power consumption and up to 16 gray
levels. The unit, with a small spotlight supplementing the ambient illumination, looked
good for a reflective LCD. The company was

Matsushita Electronics Corp.

Filling the gap left by Zenith's discontinuance of its flat-tension-mask (FTM) CRT, Panasonic
began to promote its "perfectly flat " (PF) CRT to OEMs. (The PF tube is on the left; a colwentional Panasonic tube is on the right.)
also showing its range of mostly TFT-LCD
modules up to a stunning 16:9 HDTV display
with a 15.5-in. diagonal , 1920 x 1035 pixels,
6-bit color, 20-ms response, and wide viewing
angle. Toshiba representatives would not
comment on availability. Photonics Imaging
President Peter Friedman commented that,
with close to 2 million color pixels having 18
bits of color depth, the Toshiba panel now
seems to be the world ' s highest-informationcontent FPD.
Within its wide range of small-to-medium
LCD modules, Epson was showing a 6.3-in.
"simple matrix"- that is, passive matrixmonochrome LCD with 50: I CR and a 4-ms
response time! The display utilizes a bistable
TN (or BTN) mode and a variation on active
addressing.
Epson ' s rep seemed very proud of the company's ELP-3000 " multimedia" projector that
uses three of the company' s 3.1-in. monochrome VGA projection LCDs. The projector
has 50% of projector sales in Japan, is apparently price-competitive at ¥898,000, and is
certainly bright at 250 lm. However, after the
novelty wears off, it seems to me that VGA
projectors are a stop-gap measure that necessarily offer an image quality we no longer tolerate on the desk-top. The SVGA version of
the ELP-3000 is possibly 2 years away, said
the rep.

Among Sanyo' s offerings were a 2.4-in.
VGA poly-Si TFT-LCD module apparently
made with a 600°C poly process. Samples are
availab le now. The little TVs containing
these modules, which looked very much like a
product, were for demonstration only.
In the consumer electronics hall, Sony was
showing its Plasmatron, the plasma-addressed
LCD (PALCD) using PALCD technology
licensed from Tektronix. The 24-in .-diagonal
16:9 display had nice color saturation and
contrast. Sony ' s literature discussed using the
technology for 20-50-in. hang-on-the-wall
TV. PALCD clearly works, but there are
those who question its ability to be cost-competitive. Sharing Sony' s area with the Plasmatron was a very cost-competitive and very
impressive rear-projection LCD. The Flight
037 uses three of Sony's 1.35-in. 510,000-dot
poly-Si "SIPOLIX" (Sony Integrated Polysilicon Liquid Xtal) light valves that are compatible with both 16:9 and 4:3 aspect ratios. The
light valves are good for 600 TV lines (horizontal) and have 16.5% transmittance. The
Flight 037 exhibits very-good-looking video
without the oversized pixels we have come to
expect from projection LCDs. Even more
impressive, the Flight 037 is avai lable now at
a list price of¥330,000 ($3300). •
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display continuum
continued from page 4
this evolvi ng talent. I wanted them both to
know th at the world would look back in
appreciation of their efforts. But the scene
was already fading. and it was time to move
on .
The next stop o n my Virtual Reality Experience journey revealed itself as Egypt arou nd
2000 B .C. Clearly. progre shad been made.
and the artwork on the wa lls of the tombs I
was touring was more colorful and refi ned .
The details were also much better. evertheless. the scenes defini tely sti ll had a twodimensional look. It appears that the Egyptians couldn ' t quite fig ure out how to render
rea l objects on a flat surface without hav ing
them look, we ll. flal. When they wanted to
add depth. they e ither carved statue or put
artwork s on buildings and monuments that
had re lief to them - so now they cou ld do 3-D

and a sort of two-and -a-half-D. The Roman
in the I st century B.C. and the Etruscans
around 700 B.C. really got the 3-D tatuecarving process down to a "fine ar1:· Their
statues started to look like they could spring to
life at any mo ment. like naked bodi es wi th a
heavy layer of talcum powder. Once aga in.
th e scene faded. and the nex t stop on my j o urney was fast approach in g. Would we final ly
get to REAL di pl ay - you know - th e electroni c kind ?
Well. I hardl y th ought the High Renaissance in Italy aro und the earl y 1500s qualified. On the oth er hand. there was Leo nardo
Da Vinci creating the Las t Supper and the
Mona Li sa and Michel ange lo doin g the ceiling of the Si stine chape l. Leonardo certainly
had an enginee ring side to him. And he did a
rather fine job of capturing the feeling of

Gamma Scientific's new RadOMAcam gives you absolute accuracy in display
measurement. Featuring a unique, patent-pending AVS viewing system and
polarization de-coupling, RadOMAcam combines state-of-the-art electronics with
sophisticated camera technology. It works by superimposing an image of the
exact measurement aperature area onto the display image. You see exactly what
you 're measuring. No polarization . No shadowing. No inaccuracy.
RadOMAcam comes with Windows ™-based spectral control and analysis
software, and is ideal for CRT, LCD, and flat panel display applications.
See .what you may be missing. Call Gamma Scientific today for a data sheet
and pncmg at 1·8011-887-27&8. See Us at Display Works '96 Booth 1623
Gamma Scientific, 8581 Aero Drive, San Diego, CA 92123
\.L). 619/279·8034 • (fAX) 619/576-9286
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three-dimensional objects on a two-dimensional surface. Cou ld we perhaps make a
leg itimate c laim th at he was one of the early
di splay engineer ? And Michelangelo's Sistine chapel ceiling wou ld certain ly qualify as
a high-pixe l-count di spl ay. The Pope of that
day mu t have been o ne great sa les man to talk
him into pai nting wh ile lyin g o n hi s back way
up in the air o n rickety scaffolding when he
didn ' t even like to paint. Mikey actu all y
wanted to do 3-D tuff. Yo u know. statu es
and such.
While thu s still mesmerized. po ndering the
Sistine chapel and the incredibl e number of
·'pi xe ls.. that Michelangel o put o n that ceiling.
I fe lt myse lf pulled forward in time to the era
of the impressioni sts. These fo lks began to
see th at fee lings co uld be conveyed on the
painted ca nvas in ways that were not precise
copies of particul ar objects. They began to
understand how the eye and brain perceive
light and colo r and integrate holi sticall y.
George Seurat took thi s co ncept to its limit in
the 1880 when he did a series of tec hni call y
challen gin g pain tin gs using small patche of
color th at look rem arkabl y like the pi xe ls in a
color C RT. If he did thi s today, no one wou ld
be much in terested. But he did these paintin g before CRT o r LCDs or plas ma panels!
As we now know. th ose pixel blend into
beautiful images and are every bit as effective
in conveying the ove rall scene as are more
detailed and mo re ·'reali stic" brush strokes.
Once again, my scene began to shift. but
now there was also a strange fee lin g like
acce lerating and turning at the same time - a
speeding up combined with the crossing o f a
branchpoint in the continuum. I was heading
into a new di recti o n. and art was di verging off
in to a different rea lm - one that looked a bit
con fu sing. Although not yet sure where my
ow n path was leading, I was glad that my
experi ence wou ld not include an ex tensive
presentation of the co ntemporary a11s.
Of cou rse! T should have known' The
branchpoint in the con tinuum was the invention of photography, which came about in
1822. Aha! fina ll y some real technology .
From 1839. w ith the Pari s introduction of the
daguerreotype, the world of information di splay would forever be dramati call y altered .
ow it would be possible for more and more
people to capture th at special ·'Mo ment-inTime.' · It would no lo nger be necessary to be
a trained arti st to create a likeness of reality.

And one would be able to duplicate the artwork if desired for wider distribution. Of
course, the invention of the printing press had
earlier provided a capability for making multiple copies of text or of an ill ustration . However, the process of engraving the printing
plate for an illustration was a difficu lt and
time-consuming one and thus reserved for
special and limited applications.
Now, as Tapproached the threshold of the
20th century, into my view came photography ' s close companion- motion pictures.
Then came color .. . and radio ... and then TV
... and color TV ... and then computers .. .
and digital signal processing ... and then .. .
Are we doing great or what? Poor Ragoba.
Poor Leonardo. Poor Seurat. If only they had
had access to the latest techno logy.
It's so easy to succumb to smugness. Let's
get humble for a moment. When is the last
time you saw a really inspirationa l work of art
on a computer screen? And how many pixels
wou ld it take to do an accurate reprod uction
of the ceiling of the Sistine chapel? In fact, if
all you have ever done is push around a
mouse on a pad, let's see you do a rea ll y
classy cave painting. Photography, film, and
electronics have certainly done something
highl y useful, but maybe it' s not what we
think.
Our modern photographic and electronic
displ ays cannot reproduce the pixels or color
gamut of even a mediocre work of art - not
even a cave painting. Some progress ! More
like 100,000 years of stagnation. Where we
have, in fact, added capability is in doing
things with di splays that traditional art media
could not and cannot do. T he traditional
artist can cr eate a spectacular wor k - with
many more pixels a nd with a far richer
color gamut than is possible with electronics or photogr a phy - but that wor k is not
easily reprod ucible, im bued with motion,
quickly a nd easily disseminated, or available fo r further creative modification while
r etaining the original. That' s what electronics and photography have allowed us to do.
And, along with that, they have incidentally
created their own unique art form s.
And thus we come to the end of our journey. This traveler at least, having been properly humbled by the acco mplishments of past
centuries, wishes to pay his respects. Ragoba,
I salute you and all of your soulmates who
have travelled before us and who struggled so
mightil y to get us to where we are today. You

created displ ays that have uplifted our spirits
and guided us to ever greater accomplishments. You overcame the limitations of the
media and created new capabilities. Ragoba,
my friend, you were indeed the first display
engineer.

As a new feature in this month 's column
(which may never be repeated) we have added
two tables: the firs t to further elucidate the
statements of the above paragraphs, the second as an initial try to quantify the pixel capabilities of the various medi a.
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display continuum

The industry news this month is influenced
by my recent attendance at Asia Di play '95 .
which took place in mid-October. Ken
Werner has a embled an excellent overview

of both thi conference and the Japan Electronics Show. which appears in another pan of
thi i sue. On the Saturday and Sunday preceding the Asia Display conference. the Exec-
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Wavelength-1\anometers

Looking for lab-grade colotimeter
pe1fom1ance in an affordable. handheld
package?
Look into the
SLS 9-±00 from
Uii~•
Graseby.
Ideal for CRTdisplay applications, the 9400
does what no other handheld can:
closely mirror the CIE tri-stimulus curre
for a lerel of measurement accuracy
you'd expect from a benchtop system.
That's because the 9400 employs four
proprietary detector/filter combinations
(others use only three) to capture the

/

blue-wavelength region with exacting
precision- an area often measured
inaccurately by other handheld
colorimeters.
\Xl1at's more, measurement'
a nap with menu-driven commands, on-screen graphics, a
bright LCD display tipped for easy
riewing. and vacuum-seal uction
cup that' easily deactivated.
The SLS 9-±00 is hipping no11· at
an easy-to-grasp price. For details, call
(40 ) 282-1408. Fax (40 ) 2 3-9046. Or
write Graseby Optronics, 12151 Research
Parkway, Orlando. FL 32826.
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utive Committee and the Board of Directors
of the SID met in all-day sessions to review
the status and plan the future activities of the
Society. What wa panicularly impre sive
was the level of participation at both of these
meetings. It" s a measure of just how international SID has become. The Executive Committee was in full attendance minu one. The
Board of Directors wa well above the number needed for a quorum. In fact. the only
mis ing representatives were from a few of
the U.S. chapters . Overall. the Society is very
healthy financially. and membership is at an
all -time high.
Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc .. San Jose.
California. has signed Science Applications
International Corp., San Diego, Cali fornia.
a a va lue-added reseller of its 2 1-in. color
plasma display panel. SAIC will ana lyze pecific applications area and customize the
pia ma panels for integration into such areas
a military mobile command and control system . Roger Johnson. a long-time participant
in STD activitie . wa instrumental in arranging this relation hip because of hi long-standing relationship with Fujitsu and his pa t
exten ive work with plasma-panel technology.
SAIC wi ll be the exclusive val ue-added
reseller for the color plasma flat-panel display
in military market applications. However,
Fujitsu plans to name other value-added
re ellers to ell the product in other vertica l
market applications.
Electrohome Ltd. has acquired Display
Technologies, Inc. (DTI). Roc he ter. ew
York. DTI i a manufacturer of high-resolution monochromatic di play . DTI will operate as a part of Electrohome·s Electronics
Group. joining the existing Display and Projecti on Systems divisions .
A consortium of compani e led by
Raytheon Electronic Systems and Texas
Instruments ha been awarded a S25 million
ARPA cost-sharing contract to develop tech nology leading to a new generation of fie ldemission displays . Other consortium partners
are Georgia Tech, Lockheed-Sanders, MRS
Technology, EG&G Power Systems, and
Sandia National Laboratories.
SI Diamond Technology, Inc. , Houston.
Texas. has announced th at they have completed the assembly and testing of the first 5in. prototype ba ed on their diamond field em is ion technology . This follow on the earlier demonstration of a l-in. prototype and
demonstrates the abi lity to scale the process to

larger di splay izes. The di splay prototype
measures 3 x 4 in. and produce a monochrome image with a resolution of 320 x 240,
with 80 lines per inch. equivalent to that
found on a I 0-in. VGA sc reen .
Crystallume, Santa Clara. California. and
Electronic Designs, Inc., We rborough, Massac hu setts, have announced plans to merge the
two companjes, with Crystall ume expecting to
purcha e ED! for about $ 13 million . ED!
packages and sells memory devices and
AMLCDs and ha sales of about $30 milli on
annually. Cry tallume is a publicl y held company with annual sales of about S3 .5 million.
Although smaller. Crystallume became the
acquiring company because it was de ired th at
the new merged company a! o be publicl y
held. The addition ofCrystallume·s diamond
film techno logy to ED r s existing display
capability cou ld result in some new development work on FEDs.
Lam Research Corporation, Fremom,
California, has appointed Richard Lovgren to
the po ition of vice president. general counsel.
and corporate ecretary. reporting to Henk
Evenhui s. Lam· chief financial officer. The
company a! o announced the promotion of
Julie Chubb to vice presidem and treasurer,
also reporting to Henk Evenhuis . Julie i a
long-time Lam employee and has seen the
company through its initial pub lic offering in
1984 and through three sub equent public
equity offerings. Lam· products are focused
on etch and deposition processing equipment.
To activel y participate in the information
age. you can reach me by e-mail at
asi lzar @ arnoff.com. by fax at 609/7342127 , by telephone at 609/734-2924. or if you
do not wish to be in the information age. by
mail through Jay Morreale at Pali ade Institute. Suite I 006, 20 I Varick Street, New
York. Y 10014. By the way, there will be a
special "reward" for those reader who note
the my tical significance of the name
·Ragoba' and 'Maceyana. ' •

Please send new product releases or
neu·s items to Joan Connan, Departments Editor. Information Display, c/o
Palisad es Institute for Research
Sen1ices, Inc. , 201 Varick S11·eet, Nell'
York, NY 10014.
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BEA IVIEW!! Another of the dazzling array of fa t. acc urate meas urement capabilities of the SS200. Thi . full) automatic test "strips away" the shadow mask and allo\\ '
complete analysis of the beam in >eco nd s. In lude s convergence. MTF. ji tter. luminance.
line width. contour map>. and an automatic test suite for ISO 9 2-11 qualification te>ting.
See the e and man y other te t function performed at your lo ation. Contact Micro' i>ion
to be included in our next demonstration tour in ) o ur area. Call 1- 00-93 1-3 18

MICROVISION
180 Knowles Drive , Suite 100
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 374·3158 FAX (408) 374·9394

lnt'l Reps :
Japan , ARGO CORP., 06 339 3366
Taiwan , Superlink Tech ., 02 705 709
Korea , B & P lnt'l., 02 546 1457
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Goggles and headsets made
obsolete
RPI Entertainment, San Francisco, California,
has begun sales of the Spectral-Active™ Display System that provides full-color 3-D
stereoscopic images without a headset or
glasses. A display pad projects different virtual-reality images to each eye via a proprietary electro-optical array. Spectral-ActiveTM
displays are only sold as an integrated component in RPI Entertainment' s game, ride, and
visualization systems and are custom-engineered for each client. They can be modified
and upgraded an infinite number of times.
Information : RPI Entertainment, 274 Brannan Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.
415/495-4460, fax 415/512-1131.

age designed to let non-technical users
develop custom applications is available as an
option. The head-mounted system, manufactured by Kopin Corp., features a monochrome
VGA-display image that appears to float at
about arm's length. The image is overlaid
onto the outside world, allowing both images
to been seen clearly. A full-color VGA-display upgrade is expected by the summer of
1996. Optional PCMCIA cards are available
for wireless communications, GPS location,
or video conferencing. The entire system
weighs about 5 lbs. and sells for $10,00013,000.
Information: Carol Covin, CPS!, 12701
Fair Lakes Circle, Fairfax, VA 22033.
703/631-6925, fax -6734.
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Pricing for digital camcorder
Circle no.l

Wearable computer
Computer Products & Services, Inc. (CPS!),
Fairfax, Virginia, has introduced The Mobile
Assistant™, a wearable computer featuring a
canteen-sized 486 PC worn on a user's belt, a
lithium ion battery pack, a head-mounted display, and a voice interface. The hands-free
computing environment features voice-activated data input or call-up of schematics or
videos, allowing the user to simultaneously
perform other tasks. The Mobile Assistant™
runs under DOS, Windows™, and UNIX and
includes a built-in voice-recognition engine.
A voice-activated Mobile Inspection™ pack42
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Matsushita Consumer Electronics Co., Secaucus, New Jersey, which in August, 1995,
introduced the first digital videocasette (DV
Cassette) camcorder, announced pricing for
the Panasonic PV-DVlOOO: a suggested retail
price of $4 199.95, with a suggested minimum
price of $3999.95. Panasonic will offer blank
tape in both 30- and 60-min lengths, with the
30-rnin AY-DVM30EA carrying a suggested
retail price of $11.99 and a 60-rnin AYDVM60EA for $13.99. The PV-DVIOOO and
blank DV Cassette tapes are marketed in the
U.S. by MCEC.
Information: Matsushita Consumer Electronics Co., One Panasonic Way, Secaucus,
NJ 07094.
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Color LCD industrial PC
Densitron Corp. , Torrance, California, has
introduced the DT59, the first industrial computer to feature a color LCD, touch screen,
and integrated LAN adapter in a NEMA-4
industrial housing for under $4000. The
DT59 provides a rugged, expandable, 486based display and control system designed for
applications including factory automation,
process control, data acquisition, gaming,
kiosks, medical equipment, point of sale, and
security systems. The DT59 measures 13 (W)
x 4 (D) x I0.2 (H) in., with a diagonal screen
size of I0.3 in. providing 480 x 640 VGA
resolution. This new industrial PC is easily
upgraded to Pentium level and will support up
to 32MB of system memory. Two RS232
serial ports and a parallel port are standard,
along with connections for an external keyboard, mouse, and floppy-disk drive. The
standard configuration incorporates a 270-MB
hard disk, with additional data-storage options
available. The industrial-grade case, sealed to
NEMA-4 at the front, makes the unit ideal for
panel-mounted applications in hostile environments. Options include the selection of display technology, processor, and memory configuration . The price for the unit is under
$4000 for the standard configuration in quantities higher than I00. Delivery is 12 weeks
ARO, depending on configuration.
Information: Craig Stapleton, Densitron,
3425 W. Lomita Blvd., Torrance, CA 90505.
310/530-3530, fax 310/534-8419.
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AMLCD for industrial
applications
Flat Panel Display (FPD) Co. , Eindhoven,
The Netherlands, a joint venture between
Philips, Thomson, Sagem, and Merck, has
introduced the LDHI02T-31, an active-matrix
LCD module featuring a new integrated
meander backlighting system that dramatically increases screen brightness, making it
ideal for applications in bright surroundings.
A dimmable backlighting feature allows it to
be used in darkened environments. The module offers full VGA resolution (640 x 480 pixels) on a 10.4-in.-diagonal screen, and its 24bit electronics can display up to 16.7 million
colors. The LDH102T-31's backlighting system, a co-development with Philips' Lighting
Division, offers high brightness (typically 250
cd/m 2 at peak white), low power consumption,
and lifetimes of 40,000 hours. The module's
operating temperature range extends from -5
to 55°C.
Information: Philips Components, Marketing Communications, Bldg. BAE-1 , 5600
MD, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. +31-4072-27-90, fax +31-40-72-45-47.
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Microchip inverters
Durel Corp., Chandler, Arizona, has introduced the DUREL D310 and D350, two new
chip inverters for use with electroluminescent
(EL) lamp designs. The new inverters, specifically designed for use with DUREL® 3 EL
lamps, are up to ten times smaller and half as
expensive as the conventional transformerbased inverters which they are intended to
replace. The lamp drivers are switch-mode IC
drivers for EL backlighting systems used in
watches, pagers, and cellular-phone keypads.
The D350 driver can be specified for use in
quartz/analog and digital-watch applications
and in cellular phone keypads, while the D31 0
provides adequate power for use in pagers and
cellular phones. Both driver types have
microprocessor interfaces which enable dimming and power-down features. The inverters
are available in sore 14 packages as bare die
or in custom packages.

High-definition virtual reality

they can also convert field-sequential color
signals to normal RGB for display on standard
computer monitors, or in the case of the
IOOHD, to HDTV signals for display on
HDTV screens.
Information: RGB Spectrum, 950 Marina
Village Parkway, Alameda, CA 94501.
510/814-7000, fax 510/814-7026.

RGB Spectrum, Alameda, California, has
announced the SynchroMasterTM I OOHD scan
converter, an enhanced version of the SynchroMaster 100 which is currently being used
in virtual-reality applications. The IOOHD
adds compatibility with HDTV signals. The
SynchroMaster I 00 can convert the normal
RGB parallel signals from computer workstations or scene generators to the serial signals used by high-end virtual-reality displays.
The I OOHD can convert HDTV signals to
field-sequential color. The SynchroMaster
100 models offer bi-directional capability, so
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Information: Durel Corp., 2225 West
Chandler Blvd., Chandler, AZ 85224.
602/917-6000, fax 602/917-6049.
Circle no. 6

CREATE A
WALL-SIZED
COMPUTER
DISPLAY
COMPUTERWALL ®
SPLITS COMPUTER IMAGES
ACROSS MULTIPLE SCREENS
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Simulation
& multimedia
applications
Autosync to
all computers
ln~uts uf to
1, 8~ X 024
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SPECTRUM ®
a visual communications company "'

950 Marina Village Pkwy, Alameda, CA 94501
(510) 814-7000 Fax: (510) 814-7026
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new products

Flat-panel CRT replacements
Computer D ynamics, Greenville, South Carolina, has introduced V AMP-HiBrites, color
LCD systems designed for high-ambient-light

conditions that plug directly into any standard
VGA analog output. These bright fl at-panel
replacements are offered with active-m atrix
TFT and dual-scan passive-matrix screens,
with a choice of infrared, resisti ve, or guidedacousti c-wave touch screens. The complete

e munm1

THESE ARE
liSTANDARD
HIGH VOLTAGE
POWER
SUPPLIES.
BUILT TO
THE HIGHEST
STANDARDS.

11

At Keltron Power Systems,
"standard" means the highest
quality components,
meticulous fabrication and
advanced engineering. All
applications are welcome at
Keltron Power Systems.
Every Keltron High-Voltage
OEM supply, including our
new UHP, SHV and AHV
Series, is designed for quick
and cost-effective fine-tuning.
All that's really standard is
the price. Call or fax for a
quote today.

KELTRON
POWER SYSTEMS,
INC.
A Preferred Technologies
Company
225 Crescent Street
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 894-8700
FAX (617) 899-9602
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UHP SERIES

•- •:.

The UHP Series features our exclusive
Forward-Fiyback circuit design , which achieves
new levels of power and efficiency geared
toward the Projection Industry.
• 50 to 600 Watts
• Ripple/Regulation
• AC/DC Input
under 1% RMS
• 0-50KV Output,
• Unlimited Arc/Short/
single/multiple, fixed/ Overload Protection
adjustable
• US & Foreign
• Positive/Negative Patents Pending
~~~

•ULCS~ruv

• 80-90% Efficiency
• 70-100KHz
Frequency
• Constant Current/
Voltage Operation

Suitable
• Measures 7.5" x
4.25" x 2.0" (min)
15.0" x 4.8" x 2.5"
(max)

SHV SERIES
Featuring Cast in the Can design, our newest
Series of High Voltage Power Supplies is the
ideal choice for the CRT industry and others
requiring high efficiency in the lower power
range. These convertors can be synchronized
with the monitor's horizontal deflection or can
provide an output synchronization signal. Units
run from $85 each in low volume to as little as
$45 in high volume.
• Unlimited Overload
• 4 to 20 Watts
Protection
• AC/DC Input
• 0-30KV Output,
• Designed to UL,
single/multiple,
CSA, TUV Standards
adjustable
• Measures 3.0" x
4.5" x 1.9" (approx.)
• 88% Efficiency
• ?5-100KHz
Frequency

AHV SERIES
This high efficiency Forward-Fiyback topology
with Pulse Width Modulation Control highlights
our new switch-mode AHV Series High Voltage
DC Modules.
• 50 Watts
• Constant Current/
• AC/DC Input
Voltage Operation
• 5-30KV Output,
• Ripple/Regulation
single/multiple, fixed/ under 1% RMS
adjustable
• Unlimited Arc/Short/
• Positive/Negative
Overload Protection
Polari~
• Meets UL, CSA,
• 86% Efficiency
TUV Standards
• 70-100KHz
• Measures 5.25" x
Frequency
3.0" x 1.9" (approx.)
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plug-in package for OEMs includes the display, touch screen, easy-to-mount metal
frame, RS-232 touch-screen cabling, and
touch-screen controls. The V AMP-HiBrite-P
combines enhanced brightness (150 nits) and
a wide viewing angle (50°) with dual-scan
passive technology. The 10.4-in. display is
capable of 512 colors and rated for 0-40°C.
This display is the first to offer field-replaceable backlights. The side-edge-type CCFT
tubes can be removed and easily replaced.
The V AMP-HiBrite-A features a 10.4-in.
acti ve-matri x TFT display capable of 262, 144
true colors and is rated at 120 nits, an 80-ms
response time, and a 0-50°C operating-temperature range. T wo low-reflection CCFT
backlights and higher color saturation techniques have been incorporated. Pricing for
the V AMP-HiBrite-P is $2226 (in quantities
of 50 with resi stive touch screens), with delivery from stock to 30 days. A free 84-page
" Designer's Guide to Flat-Panel Computers,
Flat-Panel Monitors, and Single-Board Computers" is available.
Information: Computer Dynamics, 7640
Pelham Road, GreenviLle, SC 296 15.
803/627-8800, fax 803/675-0 106, e-mail:
sales@ cdynamics.com.

-

====
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Compact vision system
Sei wa Optical of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan, has
introduced the world's smallest video optics
system. The Compact Vi sion Mini
MPLIMBL series is a line of compact highresolution CCD cameras available with highquality objective lenses. With an outer diameter of only 12 mm, the compact vi sion system
fits into almost any available space. The unit
has many applications including machine
vision, inspection probes, robotics , and auto-

positioning and aljgnment. The Compact
Vision Mini Sy tern offers a low-profile
deign ( 12- 17-mm diameter). long working
distance (56-111 mm ), high-resolution
(410,000 pixel ) CCD camera. and variou
objective (0.25 x to 8x) with several illumjnator options.
Information: Sal Cortorillo, OptroMechanics U.S.A. Corp .. One Blue Hill Plaza.
Suite 815, Pearl Ri ver, Y 10965. 1-800890-3333.914/620-1999, fax 914/620-1950.

approach to thi problem involves viewing
"simulated images" from various viewing
angles. As the viewing angle increases, contrast i lost and the image turn gray. Liquid
1.0 Hsts for $105,000.

Information: Milan Lazich, Technology
Modeling Associates, lnc., 3950 Fabian Way,
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4605. 415/856-8 62 ,
fax 415/856- 860.
Circle no. 10 •

SMART M
ACCUDYNE specializes in innovative,
small footprint machines which function
at new levels of productivity and
dependability. ACCUDYNE creates smart,
easy-to-use machines by programming
all process parameters through an
operator interface. When it comes
to LCD production equipment, make

Circle no. 9

the smart choice. Make it ACCUDYNE.

Software analyzes AMLCDs
Technology Modeling Associates (TMA),
Inc. , Palo Alto, California, has introduced
Liquid 1.0, a software system capable of modeling an entire flat-panel display. Liquid imulates the TFT, LCC. interconnect, and optical
effects. and displays the results of the analysi s
as a ''simulated image·· on the computer workstation. The new tool allows designers to
anticipate the rradeoffs that must be made
because of the complicated interactions
between the various components comprising
LCD panels. Liquid' '"Optical Analysis''
window contains a polar plot of contrast ratio
as a function of viewing angle as well a the
electro-optic curve for the device. The contrast ratio i greatest near the plot' center,
wruch corresponds to normal incidence viewing. While contrast is lost moving away from
the center, it is not lost uniformly in all directions. The best display will be the one with
the largest circle in the polar plot, corresponding to the largest viewing angle. Another

I 4 I 5 F0 UNDATI 0 N PARK BlVD.
MODEM (407)951-7428 • FAX(407)
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Acer Peripherals
Ad-Vance Magnetics, Inc.
AEG Corp.
AlliedSignal, Inc./
MicroOptic Devices
Arconium Specialty Alloys
Babcock Display Products
Brewer Science, Inc.
Canon, Inc.
Capetronic Computer USA (HK),
Inc.
Celco
Cherry Electrical Products
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.
Cl inton Electronics Corp.
Compaq Computer Corp.
Coming Inc.
Coming Japan K.K.
Dale Electronics, Inc.
David Sarnoff Research Center
Diagnostic/Retrieval Systems, Inc.
DISCOM/Display Components, Inc.
Display Inspection Systems
Display Laboratories
DNP Denmark
Electronic Designs, Inc.
Electro-Plasma, Inc.
Endicott Research Group, Inc.
Epson America
Fairchild Convac USA
F-P Electronics
Futaba Corp.
Graseby Optronics
Grimes Aerospace Company
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hitachi, Ltd.
F. Hoffmann-La Roche
Honeywell, Inc.
Hoya Corporation USA
Hughes Lexington
IBM Corp.
ILC Technology, Inc.
Imaging & Sensing Technology
Incom, Inc.
Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc.
Industrial Technology Research
Institute
In Focus Systems, Inc.
Innotec Group, Inc.
Interface Products, Inc.
Interserv Corp.
Interstate Electronics Corp.
ISE Electronics Corp.
Kent Display Systems
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Libbey-Owens-Ford Co.
Litton Systems Canada Ltd. (2)
Lora! Librascope
Micron Display Technology, Inc.
Micronic Laser Systems AB
Microphase Laboratories, Inc.
Microvision Corp.
Minolta Corp.
Motif, Inc.
MRS Technology, Inc.
MTL Systems
Nippon Seiki Co., Ltd.
Norden Systems Westinghouse
nView Corporation
OIS Optical Imaging Systems, Inc.
OKI Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Optical Coating Lab., Inc.
Optrex America
Photon Dynamics
Photonics Systems, Inc.
Planar Systems, Inc.
Plasmaterials, Inc.
Polytronix, Inc.
Progressive Systems Technology,
Inc.
Q.C. Optics, Inc.
Quantum Data Inc.
Rank Brimar, Ltd.
Regisbrook Group, Ltd.
Rockwell International
Schott Corp.
Semiconductor Systems, Inc.
Sharp Corp.- Japan
Sony Corp. of America
Sony Corp./Corporate Research
Labs
Standish Industries, Inc.
Stanford Resources, Inc.
Steag MicroTech, Inc.
Supertex, Inc.
Syntronic Instruments, Inc.
Tamarack Scientific Co., Inc.
TEAM Systems
Techneglas, Inc.
Teledyne Electronic Technologies
Terapixel, Inc.
Thomas Electronics, Inc.
Thomson Components and Tubes
Corp.
UL VAC Technologies, Inc.
Viratec Thin Films Inc.
Wande, Inc.
WinTron

Acc udyne .... .. .. ... .. ..... .............. ......... ..45
Ad- Vance Magnetics ..................... ..... 49
Brooks Automation ... ... ......... ............. C3
Clinton Electronics ..................... . .... ... 13
CRT Scientific.. ..... .
....... 40
CTX Opto, Inc .. .. .. ..... .. .......................... 8
Display Laboratories ... ................... ..... 39
H. L. Funk Consulting ...... ..... .. .. ...... .... l6
Gamma Scientific ............................ .... 36
Graseby Optronics ..... .. .............. ... ...... 38
Hosiden ............ .. .... .. ........... .. ............. C4
Imaging and Sensing Technology ... .... SO
Ion Systems ... .. ... .. ... ........ .................... 40
Keltron Power Systems ....... .. ..... .. .... .. .44
Klein Optical Instruments .... ... ....... ..... 51
LCD Lighting .... ... .. ............................. 41
Litton Guidance and Control Systems SO
Microvision ....... . ..... .... .. .. ... ...... .. ....... 39

Minoita ........... ...... ... .. ................ ..... 41,52
Mi tsubishi .. ..... .. ... .. ........... .... ......... .... 6,7
MKS Instruments ...... .. ... .. .. ................ .23
MRS Technology .............. ... .. ...... ....... 46
M!JShield.. .................. .. .. .
......... SO
Olympus America .. ... .. .... ................. .. .. .5
Optrex America .... ... ............... .. ...... .. .. C2
Philips Display Components ........ ....... 51
Quantum Data ..... .. ....................... .. ..... ..3
Rank Brimar .. ............ ..... .. ..... ... ..... ...... 17
RGB Spectrum .. .... .... ........................ ..43
Sage .. ...... .. .. ... ... .. ......... ... .. ....... ... ... ...... 49
Spire Corp .......... .. .. ... .. ... ... ................. .17
Syntronic Instruments .... ....... .. ...... ...... 47
Team Systems.........
.... ............ 9
Texas Instruments
..... .............. 26,27
Video Instruments ................... ... ......... 49
Viratec Thin Films ..... .. .... ..... ............ ..48

Business and Editorial Offices
Palisades Institute for Research
Services, lnc.
20 1 Varick Street, Suite 1006
New York, NY 100 14
Jay Morreale, Managing Editor
2 12/620-337 1 Fax: 2 12/620-3379

Sales Office
Pal isades Institute for Research
Services, Inc.
20 I Varick Street, Suite I 006
New York, NY 1001 4
Erika Targum, Director of Sales
2 12/620-3375 Fax: 2 12/620-3379
Catherine Terry
212/620-3380 Fax: 2 12/620-3379
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MINOLTA
Regional Salesperson, Southeastern US.
Minolta Corporation is seeking an aggressive self starter to work as a regional salesperson for their Instrument Systems
Division. Products to be represented
include: color analyzers, light measuring
products, spectrophotometers and colorimeters. This person will have responsibility for
selling into the Broadcast, TV and Monitor
manufacturing businesses as well as for
managing independent representatives who
sell into many other industries. Applicants
should have technical experience in the
broadcast or CRT manufacturing industries.
Sales experience is a plus. About 50% travel required. The territory covered will include
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Alabama, and Tennessee.
Compensation includes base salary, commission, and car allowance. Forward
resumes to Mary Tennermann, Minolta
Corporation, 101 Williams Dr., Ramsey, NJ
07446 or fax 201-825-4374.

Hosiden's TFT LCDs
Make the Next
Generation Beautiful
High resolution images open the
door to a future full of
possibilities
With Ho iden' inn ovative TFT acti ve matrix
LCD modules. hig h-reso luti on co lor image with uperb co lor
reprodu cti o n and unprecedented qualit y are a realit y today.
Ou r wide-viewin g
angle-type TFT LCD has
ga ined esp cially hig h praise
because of the o ri ginal, ad van ced
techn ology we' ve put into it.
Hoside n'sentire TFT LCD lin eup, in cl uding
the compact and lightweight T ! LCD module.
brin gs the fin est techn ology to a wide variety of TFT LCD
display appli cati ons. From offi ce automati o n equipm ent s uch
as lap-top personal co mputers and info rmation terminal s to audio
vi ual equipme nt, automobiles and avionics, Hosiden 's state-of-theart techn ologie open up a whole ne w era in LCD products.

STN LCD module
HLM6682
26cm (10.4 inch)
•

•

Manufacturing Division :

0

Hosiden Corporation

4-33 Kitakyuhoji 1-chome, Yao-city, Osaka 581 , Japan
Phone : +81-729-93-1010 Fax: +81-6-727-3856

800(x3)x600dots

Hosiden America Corp. (U.S. A.)
Head Office

Phone : 708-885-8870
Fax : 708-885-0063
California Sales Office Phone: 408-252-0541
Fax : 408-252-0524

Hosiden Besson Ltd. (U. K.)
Hosiden Singapore Pte. Ltd. (Singapore)
Hosiden Corporation (M) Sdn. Bhd. (Malaysia)
Hong Kong Hosiden Ltd. (Hong Kong)

Hosiden Europe GmbH (Germany)

Taiwan Hosiden Co., Ltd. (Taiwan)

Phone:+49 -211-353758 Fax:+49-211 -364922
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